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PREFACE.

THE importance of' Figures is so well
known, that a work calculated to fix the the-
ory, render the application easy, and insure
accuracyanddispatchin the practice, requires
no apology to the Public.

Manysmalltracts.intheway of question
andanswer*havebeenpublishedfor theyoung.
arithmetician; but none have ever come under
my notice, that could, with any degreeof pro-
priety, be put into the hands of a beginner,
they being for the most part very obscure.

The pupil is necessitatedto take a great
deal for granted; and must rigidly follow the
rules without (to useacommonsaying) knowing •
why or wherefore; which brings to my recol-
lection an anecdote of a celebrated Elocution-
ist of my acquaintance, whose pupils could on-
ly be instructed by imitation. On being asked
by a young student how he should be able to

A useful little tract hasbeenpublished by that ve-
ry able Accountant Mr. James Morrison; formerly
Master of the Mercantile Academy, Glasgow;
Master of the Mercantile Academy, •Leeds; whom I
IiiLve had the honour of assisting in tuition while in
Glasgow.
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PREFÄCE.

acquit himself in the various inflections to dif-
ferent readings when alone; acknowledging,
that although he found no difficulty whatever
in imitating his master; (who always read be-
fore him) yet he confessedthat he could pro-
ceed with very little copfidence in himself,
without his presence; the only reply the young
gentleman received was "read as I read."

I •feai•that many of our teachers of arith-
metic, likewise, follow too much the plan of
calculateas I calculate, without giving any suf-
ficient reason, as they ought to do, for 'every
rule in calculation; such methödS are, by no
means, ' satisfactory to the ingenious and in-
quiring mind.

Arithmetic, when rationally taugbt, af-
fords, perhaps, to the youthful mind, the most
advantageous exercise of its reasonincrpowers ;
and that for which the human intellect becomes
most early ripe: while the more advanced
parts of the sciencemay try the energiesof an
understanding the most vigorous-and mature.

It is of much less consequence how far we
proceed, than that we makeourselvesmasters
of the ground as far aswe do proceed: what-
ever we learn, whether little or much, should
be learned thoroughly. "A smattering of in-
formation about a variety of subjects" says a
profoundArithmetician* is calculatedto ex-

* Mr. Walker, the celebrated Lecturer on the Phi-
IosoplLYOf Arithmetic, and formerly Fellow of
Dublin College,from whoselecturesI have derived
much benefit.
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1

PREFACE,

cite that vanity and presumption of knowledge
which is repressed by a radical acquaintance
with the most elementaryprinciples of some
one science."

Very few of the numerouspupils of both
sexeswhom I have had the honour of teaching
arithmetic, could produce a proper reasonfor
the most simple operations they had to perform.
In order, therefore, to remedy this defect,
I have drawn up the following Treatise in the
form of question and answer; which method
I,think by far the bestfor instilling into youth-
ful mindsthe principles of any science.

Nothing is to be found in the Companion
to every Treatise on Arithmetic, but what is
absolutely necessary to be •fixed in the mind of
the pupil; "this particular" says an eminent

"seems to have been greatly neglected
by most of our arithmetical writers; although
I am persuadedthat a proper attention to it,
would beof great serviceboth to tutor & pupil."

As many learn this useful branch of edu-
cation at an early age; the rules and defini-
tions are therefore simplified; as much as the
nature of the subject will admit; and all the
termsmadeuseof in thesciencearecompletelyexplained.

I have studiously avoided algebraical de-
monstration; which, no doubt, is more natu-
ral and elegant; but, as the young studentis
not yet supposedto have any acquaintance with

Bonnycastle.
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PREFACE.

this AOb1escience, I have considered it best
to makeuseof material' with whichthepupil
is Already engaged. As Long Division is the
greatest difficulty which the young arithmeti-
Cianhas to encounter, particularly if the divi-
sor be a high number, I' have inserted such
'rulesaswill enablehim to divideby thehigh-
est numbers aseasily asby any of the nine di-
gits.

The order in which the different ru es
shouldbetaught, is amatterentirelyarbitrary;
and, therefore, I shall give but few directions
on that head. The only thing that I shall ven-
ture to sayis, that whenthe pupil hasacquired
a perfect knowledgeof Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication andDivision of simplenumbers;
he shouldnext bedirected to Reduction, then
to the Compound rules of Addition, Subtrac-
tion, Multiplication, and Division; then the
Doctrines of Arithmetical and Decimal Frac-
tions ; afterwards,Proportion, Practice, In-
terest,

Therules, however, are sodisposed,as
to have but little dependenceon each other ;
and, consequently,•every teacheris left to his
owndiscriminationin that respect.

In the appendixI havegiven a list of
the tables of money, weights, and measures
which are usedin. tho British Empire; and
aMultiplication table, soexplainedas to ena-
blethepupilto get thisgrandpropof calcula-
tionbyhcartin»alf theusualtime.

-I wouldadvisethateverychild betho-
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PREFACE. vii

roughly initiated init, beforeproceedingto cal-
culation of any kind. It is not long before
children can be made acquainted with Addition
and Subtraction of simple numbers; and were
it not for the very imperfect manner in which
they in general get this table, Multiplication
and Division, which are but other names for
,Addition and Subtraction,* would not occupy
much longer time. It is, therefore, indispen-
sably necessary to have as early and correct a
knowledge of it as possible. I have likewise
added a few amusing questions for exercise in
•leisure hours.

This small Treatise, will, it is presumed,
be found a useful, aswell as a very necessary
companion to every Treatise on the subject of
Arithmetic; then may I be allowed to say to
every Author, in the language of the Poet

Oh while along the stream of' time thy name
Expanded flies, and gathers all its fame
Say, shall my little bark attendant sail?
Pursue the triumph, and partake the gale ? '

Pope.

How far I have succeeded, or wherein
I havefailed, in my present attempt to render
Arithmetic a pleasantstudy, must be referred
to the determination of competentand can-
did reader.

* SeeMultiplication Division.
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Mr. RUSSELL giveslessonsin Writing and
Accounts, in Ladies' Schools and Families.

He also writes public or private RecordSin
Manuscript, astoeli asotherDocumentsin which
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COMPANION

to

EVERY T 1 s B

1, INTRODUCTION,

WHAT is Arithmetic?
It is a science which teaches the art of

counting, and all the powers and properties of
numbers.

2. What is Arithmetic considered both as a
science and as an art?

Arithmetic, as a science, explains the pro-
perties of numbers; and, as an art) teaches
the method of computing by them.

3. How does it appear that Arithmetic is
both a science and an art?

Arithmetic is a science, becauseits rules are
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10 A COMPANION TO EVERY

capableof being demonstrated; andit is anart,
becauseit applies those rules to useful calcula-
tions, in the concerns of life.

4. What are the fundamental rules of Arith-
metic ?

The fundamental rules of Arithmetic are No-
tation, Numeration, Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, and Division.
5. To how few may all the operations of

Arithmetic be reduced ?
To two, Addition and Subtraction; for.Mul-

tiplication andDivision are but abridgedme-
thods of performing Addition and Subtraction.
[See VI. VII.]
6. By what symbolsarenumbersrepresented?
By the ten following characters: viz.—
i, 2, 3, 4, 55 6, 7, 8, 9, o.

7. What are these characters called ?
The nine first are called significant figures,

and increase in a progression ofor digits ;
ones; but the last, or cipher, has no value
of its 0TH.

NOTATION AND NUMERATION.

8. What is Notation ?

It is the method of writing down a number
in figures, as 126.

•9. What is Numeration ?
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TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC. 11

It is theartof readinga.numberexpressedin
figures; asonehundredandtwenty six.
10.Whatis thegeneralproportionof simple

numbers ?

Their proportionis tenfold; for theyincrease
in that proportion from fright 'to left; and de-
crease in the sameproportionfrom left to right.
Ten,therefore,in anyposition,are but equiva-
lent to onein thenext positiontowards the left;
andoneis equalto ten in the next positionto-
wards the right.
11. What is the probable reasonfor tenbe-

ingusedasthescalefor simplenumbers?
It is obviously to be accounted for from the

natural circumstanceof our fingers,theybeing,
in the origin of society, the readiest instrument
to assist Numeration.

12. Since the cipher has no value of its own,
what then is its use ?

Though it has no value of its own, it is used
for settinc+the other nine, higher or lower in
the scale of numbers; and that in a tenfold
proportion.
13. How do you read or express the value

of any given number ?
By dividing the number into periods of six

figures each, from the 'units place; and these
agaiü into half periods ; reckoning the first half
period somanyunits; thesecondsomany thou-
sands; the third somany millions,

3-5
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12 COMPANION TO EVERT

14. How do you expressin figuresany num-
ber proposed in words?
By beginning at the left hand andwriting

setting every figure in thetowards the right ;
period and place which the verbal expression
points out; and supplying the vacant places
with ciphers.
15. How many periods are there *Itogether

in figures?
No definite number; but seldom more thail

the following Millions, Billions, Tril-
lions, Quadrillions, Quintillions; Sextillions.
Septillions, Octillions, Nonillions, and Dé-
cillions.
16. To whom are we indebted for our pre-

sent mode of numeral Notation ?

To the Arabs; Who do not pretend to be
the inventors of the characters: but acknow-
ledge that they received them from the Indians.

17. How was it introduced into England ?
It was brought by the Moors into Spain;

and John of Basingstoke, Archdeacon of Lei-
cester, is supposedto have introduced it iniD
England, aboutthemiddle of the eleventhcen-
tury.

111.EXPLéNATTON OF THE CHA-
RACTLRS MADE USE OF IN

ARITHMETIC.

= The sign of equality; signifies that the
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TREATiSE ON ARITHMETIC. 13

amount, product, remainder, or in oneword,
theresults,howevertaken, on eachsideof it,
are equal; as 20 shillings = I pound,
+ Means plus, or more; and signifies that

tbe numbers betweenwhich it is placed are to
be<idded together; as 2 + 2 = 4.

Means minus, or less ; and signifies that
the number following it is to be subtractedfrom
that which precedes it; as 3 2 = 1.

x Signifies that the numbers between which
it standsare to be multiplied together; as12
x 6 = 72.

— Signifies that the number which precedes
it is to be divided by that which follows it; as
12 + 6 = 2.

Is the sign of proportion; 2 : 4 •
a: 6, signifies that 2 bears the same propor-
tion to 4, that 3 bears ta 6.

Signifies the square root of whatever num-
ber it precedes; as 9 = 3; and signifies
the cube root; 2,
32 siffnifies the square of 3 which is 9; and

the is the cube of 3 which is 27,
6 + 4 x 2 = 20; means G added to 4, and

this result multiplied by 2 z: 20.
Signifies therefore as 2 + 2 = 4, .

lv. ADDITION.
18. What is Addition ?
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A COMPANION •TO EVERY

it is that operation by wllich we find the sunl
of two or more given numbers ?
19. How do you set down integers to be ad-

ded ?

By placing the numbers one below another
in such ovder, that all the units, all the tens,
till the hundreds, may stand in their re-
spective columns.

20. What is an interrer?

It is awhole number, or a collection of ones ;
as 1, 3, 176,
21. Hov do you add numbers
By ascertaining the sum of each column se-

parately, and setting down the right-hand fi-
gure, carrying the others to the next -superior
place; which is the sameas carrying onefor
every ten; under the last, or highest place,
'the full summust be put down;
22. Why doyou carryby ten in addingin-

tecrers ?

Because ten, in any position, are but equi-
valent to one, in the next position towards the
left hand.

23. How doyou write down compound num-
bers to be added ?

By placing numbers of the samenameunder
each other; as pence under pence; shillings
'under shillings; and poundsunder pounds,

24, What is a compound number ?
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TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC. 15

A compound number is composed of two, or
more denominations; as pounds and shillings ;
or cwts. qrs. lbs. &c.
25. Do you carry by ten in compound num-

•bers, as you do in simple ones?
No; I sometimes carry by onenumber; and

sometimesby another; for, in money, I carry
by 4 at farthings; by 12 at pence; and by
20 at shillings, &c.
26. How do you prove Addition ?
By repeating the operation, beginning at the

top, and adding downwards.

V. SUBTRACTION.

27. What is Subtraction ?

It is that operation by which we find the
difference between two given numbers.

28. What are those numbers called ?

The greater number called the minuend;
and the less the subtrahend.

29. How do you set down integers to be
subtracted ?

I place the subtrahend below the minuend,
in the same order as directed in Addition.

30. How do you proceedwhen any figure in
the lower line is greater than its corresponding
figure in the upper line ?
I addten to theupperfigure, subtractthe
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16 COMPANION TO EVERY

lower from the amount; and carry one to the
next figure in the lower 'line.
31. Since you add ten to the upper figure,

why do you only carry oneto the next figure
in the lower line ?

Because, from the nature of numbers, ten
in any column, make but onein the next column
towards the left hand. [See 10.]
32. now do you set down compoundnum-

bers to be subtracted ?
By placing like denominations under like ;

as in Addition,
02, Ilow do you prove Subtraction t
By adding the to the less number

it produces the greater, or by subtracting it
from the greater, the result, will be the less,

VI. MULTIPLICATION.

34. What is Multiplication ?
It is that operation by which we find the a-

ruount of any two numbers; when the one is
to be peckonedasmany'timesas thereareu-
nits the other.; and It serves instead of ma-
•ny additions. Multiplication is, therefore, a
compendiousmethod of performing Addition.
35. What are the numbersemployed in Mul-

tiplication called ?
•The number to be multiplied is called the
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17ON ARITÄMETLC.

multiplicand; that by which we multiply the
mtdtiplier; and the result is called the product.
36. I-low do you proceed in Multiplication

when themultiplier is not more than12?
By repeatingthe units placeof the multipli•

cand as many times as there are units in the
multiplier; carrying asin Addition; andpro-
ceeding, in the same manner with the other
.places of the multiplicand.
37. How doyou multiply whenthe multipli-

er is an incomposite number beyond12?
I multiply by eachfigure separately,observ-

,ingto placethe first figure of eachproduct di-
rectlyugderthefigureI ammultiplyingby; the
amount of the severalproducts is the answer.
38. What is a primeor incompositenumber?
A primeor incompositenumberis thatwhich

is not divisible exactly, but by itself & unity.'
39. I-low do you multiply when the multi-

plier is a compositenumberbeyond12
I mayeithermultiplyin themannerdescribed

in No. 37; or by the componentparts of the
number.

40. What is a composite number ?
A composite numberis suchaone.ascanbe

disposedinto two or more componentparts;
thus, 3 and 85 or 4 and6, or 2 and 12 are tho
componentparts of the compositenumber246

signifies one.
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18 A COMPANIOS TO EVERY

I-low do you multiply by 10, 10(), 1000,

To multiply by 10 raises the multiplicand
one step higher in the scale of numbers; the
multiplicand, therefore,with a cipher annexed,

to multiply by 100 raises theig the product;
multiplicand two steps higher; therefore two
ciphers annexed produce the,product; and to
multiply by 1000 is the multiplicand with three
ciphers annexed, &c.
42. How do you multiply by a mixed num-

ber ?t
I multiply by the integer asbefore diieeted,

and take a proportional part of the multipli-
cand for the fraction. [See Divison.]
43. I-low do you multiply compound num-

bers ?

By multiplying the several denominations
of the multiplicand, beginning at the lowest,
and carrying as in compoundAddition.
44. How do you prove Multiplication ?
In simple numbers I make the former muV

tiplier the multiplicand, and the multiplicand
the multiplier; which will produce the same
product asbefore,—and
In compoundnumbers, I divide the product

by the multiplier; which will produce the mul-
tiplicand.

* The pupil may omit this query till hc has acquired
a knowledge Qf Division.
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TRÉATISE ON ARITHMETIC.

VII. DIVISION.

45. What is Division ?

19

It is that operation by which we find how
often one number is contained in another; and
it is a shortmethodof performingSubtraction;
for as manytimes• as one number is contained
in another, is the number of times that that
number can be subtracted from the other.

46. What namesare given to the numbers
made use of in Division ?

The number to be divided is called the divi-
dend; that by which we divide the divisor:
and the number of times the divisor is contained
in the dvidend, the quotient; what is over is
called the jemainder.

47. How do you divide integers when the
divisor does not exceed 12 ?

By settingdown only the quotient figuresbw:
low the dividend.

48. Hov do you divide when the divisor is
above 12 ?

If it is an incomposite number, I divide the
long way, by settingdown the operationat
full length.
49. Tell me how you find the quotient fi-

gures in long division ?
An easymethod of finding the quotient fi-

gures is tovsee how often the highest figure of
the divisoris containedin the highest figureor
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20 a .e0MrAN10N To EVERY

figures of the dividend;• this will producethe
lipst quotient figure,
50. After youfind tile quotientfigure, what

is to be done next ?

I multiply the divisor by it, and subtract the
product from that portion of the dividend which
I din dividing.
51. But, if the.figure next to the highest in

the divisor be 3, 4, or or above 5, it may
happenthat your quotient figure may be 1, 2;
or even 3 beyond what it ought to be, how do
you discover this ?
if I find the product of the quotient figure

multiplied by the divisor) greater than the part
of the dividend which I am dividing, I must
rub out my quotient figure, and take itn or 2
less.

52. Can your remainder ever be equal to, or
exceed your divisor ?
The highest remainder that canpossibly liap-

pen is I lessthan thedivisor; so that if I should
in mistake, have a remainder that equals, or
exceedsmy divisor, I must make my last quo-
tient figure 1 more.

53. After you have found the first quotient
figure, howdo youproceedfor the others?
To the remainder I annex the next figure of

the dividend, and afterwards find the Otherquo-
tient figures precisely as I found the firstie S:
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TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC. 21

54. Ilow do you divide when the divisor is
a compositenumber?
By dividing by its component parts.
55. Mow do you find the true remainder

when you divide by two component parts ?
When I divide by two component parts, I

multiply the last remainder by the first divisor,
adding the first remainder (if any) to the pro-
duct; this will give the true remainder.
56. How do you find the true remainder

when you divide by three component parts ?
I multiply the secondremainder by the first

divisor, adding in the first remainder (if any) ;
to this I add the product of the last remainder
multiplied by the 1st. and 2nd. divisors; this
sum will produce the true remainder.
57. How do you divide by 10, 100, 1000,

To divide any number by 10 is but reducing it
a steplower in the scale of numbers; and, as
there is nothing lower than units, the units'
place,must, therefore, be the remainder, and
the other places the quotient; to divide by 100
the units and tens are the remainder, and the
other figures the quotient: and to divide by
1000, the units, tens, and hundreds are
the remainder, and the other figures the quo-
tient, &-c.•

58. How do you divide by any integer that
hasone, two, three, or more ciphersannexed
to it? c
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22 A COMPANION TO EVERY

By marking off as many figures on the right
hand of the dividend as there are ciphers in the
divisor, and afterwards dividing by the signi-
ficant figure or figures in the usual way.
59. How do you divide compound numbers ?
I set down in the highest place the number

of times that the divisor is contained in it; and
what is over I reduce to the next lower name,
adding the number of that name (if any); this
I divide as before, and so on till the division is
completed.
60. How do you divide when there is a frac-

tion annexed to the divisor ?

I multiply both divisor and dividend by the
under figure of the fraction, and afterwards di-
vide in the usual way.
61. How do you find the proper remainder in

this case ?

By dividingwhatis overby theunderfigure
of the fraction.

62. How do you provo Division ?
By multiplying the quotient by the divisor,

and adding the remainder, (if any) to thc pro-
duct; the sum will bc equal to the divide-nd.
63. Have you any other method of proof?
If I subtract the remainder from the divi-

dend, and divide what is left by the quotient;
the result will be equal to the former divisor.
64. Can you produce any other method of

proof?
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TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC. 23

If I add together the remainder and all the
productsof the severalquotient figures accord-
ing to the order in which they stand in the
work; the sum will be equal to the dividend.

VIII. REDUCTION.
65. What is Reduction ?

It is that computation by which money,
weights, and measuresare converted from one
denomination to another, without altering their
value.

GG. flow are the various denominations of
money, weights, and measuresbroufflit from
one name or denomination to another ?

Three different ways, Tiz.---•lst. by Multipli-
cation; 2ndly. by Division; and 3rdly, by
Multiplication and Division.
67. In what caseis Multiplication used?
In reducing from ahigher to a lower denomi-

nation; as from pounds to pence; or from
shillings to farthings,

68. When is Division used ?

When small names are brought into great;
as shillings to pounds; or farthings to pence,

69. When are Multiplication and Division
used?

When money,weight, or measureis changed
from one denomination to another, equivalent
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COMPANION To EVERY

in valuc; as to reduce pounds to guineas; or
cuineas to pounds.
70. How do you reduce pounds to farthings ?
I first bring pounds to shillings by multiply-

ing by 20; and shillings multiplied by' 12 pro-
duce pence; and pence multiplied by 4 pro-
duce farthinqrs :—this is called Reduction de-
scending.
71. How do you bring farthings to pounds?
Farthings are brought to pence by dividing

by 4; and pence are brought to shillings by
dividing by 12; and shillings are brought to
pounds by dividing by 20 :—this is called ne-
duction ascending.
•72. I-low do you bring guineas to pounds?
1 may add onetwentieth part of the given num-

ber to itself, or I may multiply the guineasby
21, to bring them to shillings ; and shillings
divided by 20 producepounds is called
mixt Reduction.

73. I-low do you bring poupds to guineas?
From the given number r subtract the one

twenty-first part; the remainder is the guineas;
or, I may multiply by 20, anddivide by 21.

74. How do ypu bring cwts. to qrs. tbs. oz.
and drs.?

I multiply by 4, 28, 16, and 16.
75. How do you bring drs. to oz. Iljg. qrs.

and cwts. ?
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TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC.

By dividingby16, 10, 28,•and4.

25

76. How do you bring yds. to qrs. na.and
inches ?
By multiplyingby 4, 4, and2}.
77. now doyoubring inchesto naeqrs.and

I divideby 21, 4, and4. [SeeGO.]
78. How doyoubring yards-toEng. ells?
I multiply yds.by 4, to bring them to qrs.

andqrs.dividedby 5,produceEng.ells.
79. Ilow doyoubring Eng. eils to yds?
Eng.ellsmultipliedby5, produceqrs. and

qrs.dividedby 4, giveyds.
80. I-lave you any other way of bringing

Eng.ellsto yds.andyds.to Eng. ellst
If, to thenumberof Eng. ells, I addlth, the

sumwill produceyds. andif, from the given
numberof yds. I subtractlth. theresultwill
give the number of Eno•.ells.
81. How doyoubringFlemishellstoFrench

ells ?
By dividing by 2.
82. now do you bring French ells to Flem-

ish ells ?

'By multiplying by 2.
Note. NIanyInorequeriesin Reductionmight

beproduced; buts •if the pupil thoroughlyun-
clerstandthosethat aregiven, it precludestic
necessity of adding to their number.
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TX. ARITHMETICAL FRACTIONS.

83. What is a Fraction ?

A Fraction is part or parts of a unit; or of
any integer, or whole.
84. How is a Fraction expressed ?
By two numbers, one above, and the other

below a horizontal line, as i, g, &c.
85. What is the number below the line called ?
The lower number is called the denominator,

and it shows into how many parts the unit, in-
teger, or whole is divided.

86. Whatis the number abovethe line called?

It is called the numerator, and shows the
ntunber of parts of the unit which the fraction
contains.

87. Explain the last two queries by an ex-
ample.
If I take the fraction 5, the denominator

'I indicates that the unit is divided into 4 equal
parts; and the numerator 3 shows that 3 of
thoseparts are to be taker}for the valueof the
fraction.

88. now many kinds of fractions are there ?
Four ; proper, improper, conipound, and

complex.
89. What is a proper fraction ?
It is a fraction whosevalueis lessthanunity,

and has always the numerator less than the
denominator.
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90. When is a fraction equalto unity ?
When the numerator and*denominator are

equal.
91. What is an improper fraction ?
It is one that is either equal to, or greater

than•unity; andis knownby iis numeratorbe-
ing either equal to, or greater than its denom-

5

inator; as 1, or which is greaterthan u-
nity.
92. What is acompoundfraction?
It is tlle fraction of a fraction; aud is known

by two, or morefractions joined togetherby
the particle of; as of of { &c.
93. What are complexfractions?
They are such as have a fraction in cither or

bothof their members;they arise fromopera-
tions in Division, where the divisor or dividend

or both are mixed numbers : 5, 9, are
fractions of this kind.
94. What is a mixed number ?
A mixed number is composedof a who}o

number and a fraction; as 3}, 4å, &c.
95. 1101vdo you expressan integer fraction-

ally ?
By placing 1 below it for a denominator.

X. REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS.
96. What is Reduction ?
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It is the bringing of fractions from one form
into another, in order to prepare them for the
several operations in Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, and Division.
97. What is the first case in Reduction?
The first case is to reduce mixed numbers to

improper fractions.
98. What is the rule ?

I multiply the integer by the denominator of
the fraction, and, to the product add the nu-
merator,; this sum, written above the denomi-
nator, Will give the fraction required.
99. Will you explain this ?
If I multiply anygivennumberby 4, (which

may be supposed to be the denominator of a
fraction), it is evident that it thereby becomes
4 times its given value; and if I should make
this product the numerator of a fraction, and 4
the denominator, it is obvious that this fraction
will just be equal to what the number was oricr-
inally; for, if any quantity be multiplied and
divided by the samenumber, it is also evident
that the quotient must be the sameas the quan-
tity first given—hence the rule is manifest.

100. What is the second case ?

The secondcaseis to reduce improper frac-
{ions to whole or mixed numbers.

101. What is the rule ?

I divide the numerator by the denominator,
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and the result gives the whole, or mixed num-
ber.

102, Will you explain this ?

SupposeI hadTto bring to amixed number;
I should then divide 8 by 3, the result is 2, and
2 of a remainder; the mixed number is, there-
fore; 2 and i; for, as there are three thirds
in 1, the number of times, therefore, that 3 is
contained in 8 thirds must, of course, give the
number of ones, and the remainder the num-
ber of thirds.

103. What is the third case ?

The third case is to reduce fractions to their
lowest terms.

104. What is the rule ?

I divide the greater term by the less, nnd
the divisor by the remainder continually, till
nothing remain; the last divisor is the great-
est commonmeasure; by which I divide the
numerator and denominator of the given frac-
tion.

105. What is-the greatest commonmeasurei
It is the greatest number that can possibly

be found to divide two, or more numbers with-
out a remainder ; those numbers are, therefore,
said to be commensurable.

106. How do you find the greatest common
measure when there are more than two num-
bers ?
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I find the greatest common measure of two
of them as before; and of that common mea-
sure, and one of the other numbers; and so
on, through all the numbers, till the last;
then will the last found common measure be
the answer.

Note 1. If 1 happen to be the greatest com-
mon measure, the given numbers arc prime to
cachother; and are, therefore,said to beincom-
onensurable.

2. When the numerator and denominator end
tcith an evennumber, or a cipher, the fraction
can bemeasuredby 2.

3. When the numerator and denominator end
tcith 5, or O, thefraction is divisible by 5; and
when they bothendwith a cipher, or ciphers, the
fraction is divisible by10, 100, 1000, Sc.

4. If two Tight-hand figures of thenumerator
and denominator be divisible by 4, thefraction
is divisible by 4; and if threeTight-handji-
gures bedivisible by 8, the fraction 'is divisible
by 8 also.

107. What is the fourth case ?

The fourth case is to reduce a compound
fraction to a simple one.

108. What is the rule ?

I multiply all the numerators of the com-
pound fraction together for the numerator of
the simple fraction; and likewise all the dc-
nominators for the denominator of the simple
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fraction; this fraction reduced to its lowest
temps will givc the fraction required.
109. I-low can a compound fraction, or a

fraction of a fraction be represented;by a sim-
ple one?
That a compound fraction can be represented

by a simple one is evident, since a part of a
part must be equal to somepart of the whole.
110. Explain this to me.
SupposeI had to bring å of to a simple

frac}ion; by the rule, I would say 2 X 3 = G
the numerator, and 3 X 4 = 12 the denomina-

6

tor of the reqnired fraction ; and brought to
its lowest terms is just which is the simple
fraction required.
But, should I have to find å of å of a yard

of cloth, it is evident that of 3 qrs. is just.
therefore of 3 qrs. are equal to twice

one qr. which is yard; this proves the truth
of the rule.

Note. Numbers that are common to both nu-
nterator and denominatormay be cancelled; thus,

3 42

in t•éducingthecompoundfractions-of T of T
5

of (j to a simple fraction, 3, 4, und 5 in both'
numerator and denominator may be cancelled;
sothat I have2for thenumeratorof therequired.
fraction; and Gfo•r the denominator, 'It:hieh is

2 1

o or thisproducesthesameresultas if I had
gonethrough all the processof the rule.
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111. What is the fifth case?
The fifth case is to reduce fractions to a com-

mon denominator.

112. How is this done

By multiplying each numerator by all the
denominators, except its own, for a new nu-
merator; and all the denominatorstogether
for a nev denominator.

113. What effect doesreducing fractions to
a commondenominatorproduce?
It changesthe expression of the fractions

without altering their value.
114. But prove to me that the value is not

changedaswell as the expressionof the frac-
tion.

Let mereduce andg to equivalentfractions
havinga commondenominator; then, agreea-
bly to the rule, I say,——
3 X 8 = 24, and 7 x 4 = 28 numerators.
4 x 32, and 4 x 8 = 32 denominator.

By placingthe numbersproperlyunderonc
another, in the abovemanner, it is evident that
the numerator and denominator of each frac-
tion are multiplied by •the samenumber; and
when there aremore than two fractions, by
the componentparts of tlie samenumber; cone
sequentlytheir valueis'not altered. [See132.]
115, Why do we bring fractionsto a com-

mon denommator ?
Because,when they have different denomi-

nators, they are entirely dissimilar; and,
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therefore, cannot be incorporated with each
other; we can neither add, nor subtract frac-
tions of diflörent denominations with any de-
gree of facility.
In the above example, I cannot easily add

* and together; but there is no difficulty
28

whatever in adding their equivalents, and32.
116. What is the sixth case ?

It is to reduceawholenumber to an equiva-
lent fraction, havintr a ffiven denominator.

117, What is the rule ?

I multiply the whole number by the given
denominator; and place the product over the
said denominator ; this will form the fraction
required.
118. Explain this to me.
Suppose I had to reduce 13 to a fraction,

whose denominator shall be 12, I should mul-
tiply 13 by 12, which produces 156, the nu-
merator of the required fraction; and make 12

the denominator, the fraction then is 12; and
asMultiplication andDivision arehere equally
used, consequently, the result is the sameas
the quanåtyfirstproposed;for 156,divided
by 12, produces 13.
119. How do you reduce one fraction to a-

notherof the samevalue, havingthe common
denominatorassigned?
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I multiply the numerator by the assignedde-
nominator, then divide the product by the de-
nominator, the quotient is the numerator, which
I place over the assigneddenominator.
120. Will you explain this ?
If 1 reduce to another fraction whose

denominator shall be 16, I multiply 3 by 16,
which produces 48, and48, divided by 8, gives
G, which is the numerator; the answer then is

6

121. What is the seventh case?

The seventh case is to bring lower denomi-
nations to fractions of hiffher.

122. What is the rule ?

I make the given number the numerator of
the fraction, and asmany of this name asmake
one of the higher for a denominator.
Note. When thegiven quantity is ill morede-

nominations than one, I reduce both it and the
higher denomination to oncname.

This rule is so simple that it requires no de-
monstrati07L,•being similar to Reduction of
tegcrs, where 'Icehave to bring lower names to
higher ones.
123. What is the eighth case?
The eighth caseis to find the value of frac-

ions.

124. What is the rule ?

I reduce the numerator to the next lower
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name, and divide by the denominator; if there
be a remainder, I reduce it to the next lower
denomination, and divide as before, and so on
tiller come to the lowest Xiame.
This being but the division of a compound

number, it requiresno explanationin this place.
125. What is the ninth case ?

It is to reduce fractions from one denomina-
tion to another, witllout altering their value.

126. What is the rule ?

If I have to reduce from ahigher nameto a
lower, I multiply the numerator by asmany of
the less as make one of the greater; but, if
from a lessto a greater, I multiply the denom-
inator.

The reason of this will be explained in Mul-
tiplication and Division.

xr. ADDITION OF FRACTIONS.

127. What is the rule for adding fractions?
I reducecompoundfractions to simpleones,

and fractions of different denominators to those
of the same; then tlle sum of the numerators
written over the common denominator will be
the sumof the fractions, which may be valued
or reduced, as occasionrequires.
Note. When thcre is a mixed number, the

fraction maybe treatedthesameas theothers;
and, achenthesumof all thefractions is jbundj
the intcgcr maybeaddedafterwards.
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XIL SUBTRACTION OFFRACTIONS.
128. I-low are the sums in subtraction ma-

naged ?

Thefractions arepreparedasin Addition,
andthe differencesetoverthecommondenom-
inatorwill betheremainderrequired.

Xl.ll. MULTIPLICATION OF FRAC-
T10NS.

129.What is therule in Multiplication?
I multiply all the numeratorstogetherfor

thenumerator of theproduct,andallthede-
nominatorstogetherfor its denominator.
Note. nrultiplicationandDivisionI must

reducei?btegers andmirednumbersto improper
fractions.

130.WhatdoesMultiplicationbyafraction
imply t
It impliesthetakingsomepartorpartsof

themultiplicand;and,therefore,mayvery
properlybeexpressedbyacompoundfraction.
131. Explain this to me.
If I multiply byd, the•resultis15forthe

numeratorof the requiredfraction, and32for
15thedenominator, whichis-32,'andthecom-

15

poundfraction of is just equalto asbg-
fore. [See108,J
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Note 1. It fracticn is bestmultiplied by an
integer by dividing the dcnt;mina.torby it ; but,

it wilt not exactly divide, then I may multi-
.ply theinumeratorby it.

2. When the multiplier is I, theproduct is the
multiplicand; but, when it 'is a simple fraction,
the product must be less than the •multiplicand ;

24

8 X 1 8; but x

132. Is the value of a fraction altered by
multiplying both numerator and denominator
by the santenumber ?
No; for the numerator and denominator of

2 2

J, multiplied by 2 = T, and J. [See 99.]

XIV. DIVISION OF FRACTIONS.
133. What is the rule in Division ?
I prepare the fractions asbefore; then I in-

vert the divisor, and afterwardsproceedpre-
cisely as i.nMultiplication: or, 1 may divide
the numerator of the dividend by the numera-
tor of the divisor, and the denominator of the
dividend by the denominator of the divisor, if
they will divide exactly.
134. -Explain this.

15

If I had to divideT by 4, I shouldinvert
the divisor and call it T; then, I should af-

15

terwards multiply by which will pro-
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00 5

duce 4; or, I should divide the dividend
15

by the divisor agreeably to the second
part of the rule, which will just give 5 for the
numerator of the quotient, and 4 for the de•-
nominator, as before,

Note Is Division being the reverseQ/ Multi-
plication, thereasonof the rule dsevident.

2. When the divisor is 1, the quotient is the
dividend; but,whenthedivisoris a simplefrac-
tion, the quotient will be greater thau the divi-

32

dend; thus, 8 +1=8; but}
10}.

135. Is the value of a fraction altered by di-
viding both numerator anddenominator by the
same number?

No; for the numerator and denominator of
2 2

divided by 2 = and

XV. PROPORTION OF FRACTIONS.*

136. What is the rule in Proportion ?
I must state the terms precisely as I did in

integers, and afterwards multiply and divide
ashas been already directed.

This section may be omitted by the pupil till he
has obtained a knowledge of the same rule in integers.
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137. Produce the solution of the followi1P
question
The height of my brother William from the

groundds3} feet, andhe•castsa shadowof 5b
feet, what is the height of that tree which throws
å shadow of 1501 feet?
I should stateit in the usual way by saying,
shad.

5}
2

11

2

shad.

2

301

2

real ht. 41

88Ttrue height.
4

13

4

After producing the solution thus far, I should
next invert the divisor (the first term) and pro-
ceed as in Multiplication ; in the following

2 301 13 7826 41

8877 feet, the
real height of the tree.

XVI. DECIMAL FRACTIONS.$
138. What is a Decimal fraction ?

It is a fraction, the denominator of which
'nay be 10, 100, 1000, or, the denomina-

The.famous'JohnMuller, of Konigsberg, in Fran-
conia,betterknownbythenameofJoannesRegiomon-

.!he Latin naine of his natal place) is sup-
posed to have -been the inventor of Decimal Fractions.
His treatiseappearedinthe year.1464.

c
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tor is unity prefixed to one or more ciphers; as
5 25 127

5 or .25 = 100; or .127 = 1000, &c.

139. How are Decimal Fractions distinguish-
ed from integers ?

By having a period prefixed to them, which
is called the decimal point.
140. Ilow do you read the value of Decimal

Fractions ?

As the decimal given is the numerator, and
the denominatoris unity ,with asmanyciphers
annexedto it asthere are placesto the right of

275

the point; I say .275 = iTo, and .3961
3961

10000,

141. What effect has annéa;ingciphers to
Decimals ?

Ciphers annexed to Decimals make no alte-
ration whateverin their value; for, for every
cipher annexed to a decimal, onemust be an-
nexed to its denominator; thus .7; .70; .700,

are equal to their equivalent arithmetical
7 70 700

fractions, 10; 100; 1000; which, it is evident
are eachequal to the samething, and, conse-
quently, equalto oneanother. [See132.]
142. What effect is producedby prefixing

ciphers to Decimals?
Prefixing a cipher to Decimals decreases
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their value in a ten-fold proportion, and two
ciphers prefixeddecrease.theirvaluein ahun-
drpd-fold proportion,&c. thus, .5= T; but

5

.05 = 100,

XVIJ. ADDITION OF DECIMALS.
143. How do you set down Decimals to bc

added ?

I place the Decimalsin such order that the
points shall stand exactly underneathoneano-
there

144. How do you add them?
Precisely asI do integers, observing to make

the decimal point in the sum directly under the
others.

XVIII. SUBTRACTION OF DECI-
MALS.

145. How do you place Decimals to be sub-
tracted ?

I set the less under the greater in the order
directed in Addition; and subtract as in inte-
gel'S, making 'the decimal point in the diffe-
rence directly below the others.

xlX. MULTIPLICATION OF DECI-
MALS.

146. How do you proceedin Multiplication?
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Precisely as I do in integers, observing to
mark off asmany placesof the product, begin-
Ding at the right hand, as there are places in
both multiplier andmultiplicand.
Note I. When there are not so many places

in the pt oduct as are necessaryto bepointed off,
ciphersmust bepredtcedto makettp the defici-
ency.
2. To multiply decimals by 10, 100, or 1000,
is but to remove the decimal point one, two,

or three, 'c. places towards the right land.

147. Will you give me an example ?

If I multiply .05 by .04, the result is 20 ;
but, os there are two decimal places in the
multiplier, and two in themultiplicand, I must,
therefore, prefix two ciphers to 20 to give the
proper product; the result, consequently, is
.0020.

148. Prove the truth of this.
55

As .05 = 100, and .04 = 100, theniüj6 x
204 20

= 10000, and 10000= .0020, as before.
149. HOV do you contract the operation so

as to retain somany decimal places in the pro-
duct asmay be thought necessary?t

By retaining less thanjee decimal places in the
product, the result generallyfalls short of its proper
value.
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1st. I set the units' placet of themultiplier
under that place of •the multiplicand which I
wish to retain, and I dispose of the other fi-
gures of the multiplier in the contrary order to
which they would naturally stand.
2ndly. In finding the product I reject all the

figures to the right of the figures by which I
am multiplying, and I set down the several
products in such order that their right-hand
figure .may stand directly hinder one another,
observing to increase the first figure of each
line by 1, if the product of the figure to the
right of the multiplier amount to from 5 to 15 ;
by 2, if from 15 to 25; and by 3 if from 25
to 35,

EXAMPLE.

Multiply 764.32985by 6.945 so as to retain
but five places of Decimals.

Commonway.

764.32985
6.945

382164925
305731940

687896865
458597910

5308.27080825 Ans.

t Ifthe highestplaceof themultiplierhappentobe
asmall •number, it maybenecessaryto settheunits'
place.one figurefartherto the right.
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Dy Contraction:
764.32985

549.6

458597910
68789687
3057319
382165

5308.27081 Ans.

XX. DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

150. How do you proceed in Division ?
1 divide asin integers, and point off asmany

places for the decimal as the decimal places in
the dividend exceed those of the divisor.

Note 1. theplucesof the quotientare
?1Qtsomany as the rule requires, the defectmust
be supplied b!prefixing ciphers.2. Wien t wrehappensto bea remainderafter
the division, or, unen the decimal places in the
divisor exceedthosein the dicidend, then ciphers
may beannea:edto the dividend, and the quotient
carried on as far asmay be thought necessary.
3. Todivideby 10, 100, 1000, Sc. is butto

remove the decimal point one, two, three,
places towards the left hand.

151. How do you calculate by contraction
in Division ?

I first determine, by inspection, the value
of 'thefirst quotient figure} and give it its placo
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in the quotientaccordingly; to the product of
this first figure I annexa cipher, and subtract
as in Division of integers; to find the other fi-
guresI dividethelastiéinainderby thedivisor,
Qmittinga right-hand figure at eachsucceeding
division, till all the•figures in the divisor be
exhausted.

Note. The carriageof thefigure omittedmust
be addedto theseveralproductsasin Httltipli-
cation.

EXAMPLE.

Divide 6974.32by 24.798

Commonway.

Ans.
49596

201472
198384

30880
24798
60820
49596

112240
99.192

130480
'123990

6490
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By Contraction..

24.798 6974.32(281.245 dins.
495960

201472
198384

2479

247

24

2

3088
2480

608
496

99

13
12

1

152. Give me the reason of the rule in Divi-
sion.

The reason of this rule is evident; for, since
the divisor multiplied by the quotient gives the
dividend, (see 62.) it then follows, from the
nature of Multiplication, that the number of
places in the dividend are equal to those in the
divisor& quotienttakentogether; consequently,
the quotient itself must contain asmany places
as the places in the dividend exceed those in
the divisor.

xxr. REDUCTION OF DECIMALS.
153. HOV do you reduce an arithmetical

fraction to a decimal one
I divide the numerator by the denominator,
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annexing ciphers till there be •no remainder;
or, till the quotient repeat; or, till'l have a
suffcient number of,decimal placesS
154.•How do youplace the decimal-pointin

this •case ?
When the division is 'finished, I point off as

inanyj decimal 'Places•onthe.right of the quo-
lient asthere were ciphers'annexed; andwhen
the quotient has not figures enoughfor that
purpose, 1 prefix ciphersto makeupthedefi-
•ciency.
155. Give me ati example.
•Let•thegivenarithmetical fraction whosede-

cimal expressionis wanted beg ; •now, since
ievery decimal fraction thas either 10, 100, or
1000, &c. for the denominatoi, and, if two
fractionsare equal, it will beasthedenomina-
tor of the one is to the denominator of the other,
so is the numerator of the given fraction to the
numerator wanted; therefore, 8 : 100, : .

100 x 5 500 .625 the numerator

of the decimalrequired, and is the sameasby
the ule.

156. now do you reduce a decimal to an a-
rithmetical fraction ?
I placethedecimalfor thenumeratorof the

requiredfraction,with theproperdenominator
under it, then 1.reduce the fraction to its low-
est terms.

Three or four places of Decimals generally answer
everypurpose in commoncalculation.
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157. How do you reduce integersor deci-
mals to equivalentdecimalsof higher value?
I divide the integer or decimal by the num-

ber of parts in the next higher denomination;
and continue the operation to as many higher
denominations asmay be necessary.
158. How do you proceed when there are

several denominations to be reduced to a deci-
mal of the highest ?
I setthegivendenominationsperpendicularly

under each other for dividends, proceeding
from the least to the greatest; then, opposite
to each dividend, on the left hand, I place such
a number for a divisor as will bring it to the
next higher name, and draw a line between
them.

159. What is the next thing necessaryto be
done ?

I begin at the uppermostdividend, andper-
form all the di€isions, observing to set each
quotient asdecimal parts to the dividend on the
sameline with it; the last quotient will be the
decimal required.
160 Explain this by an example.
Let it be required to reduce 15s. 9*d. to. the

decimal of a pound: iths. of a penny brought
to a decimal .75; consequently, may be

975

expressedby 9.75; but 9.75 = IVOof apenny,
975

or 1200of a shilling, which, brought to a de-
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cimal, gives .8125; thercfore, 15s. 9*d. may
be expresssed by 15.8125; in like manner,

158125 58125

— = of a shilling, which is 20000015.8195
of a pound ; and this fraction, brought to a de-
cimal, is C.790G25, as by the rule.

161.' How do you reduce a decimal to value?

I multiply the given decimal by as many of
the next lower name as make oneof the given
name, observing to mark off*asmany decimal
places in the product as there are places in the
given decimal; and, in this manner I proceed
till I get to the lowest name; the figures on the
left of the decimal points are the several de-
nominations wanted.

162. Will you explain this by an example?
Let me find the valueof .785 of a pound; I

multiply .785 by 20, (the number of the next
lower namethat makesoneof the namegiven)
the result is 15700; then, as there are three
placesin the given decimal, I mark off three
places in this product, which makes it 15.7
15 shillings and 7-tenths of a shilling; then,
.7, multiplied by 12 = 8.4 = Bpence,and 4-
tenths of å penny; then, .4, multiplied by 4
= 1.6 1 farthing and 6-tenths or 3-fifths of
a farthing; the answer is, therefore, 15s. 81d.
163. How do you find the decimal of any gi-

vennumberof shillings, pence, andfarthings,
by inspection?
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I put down half the greatest even number of
sbillings for the first decimal figure, and let
the farthings in the given pence and farthings
possessthe second and 'third places; observing
.to increase the second place by 5, if the shil-
lings be odd, and the third place by 1, when
the farthings exceed12, and by 2, when they
exceed 37.
164. Give me an example,
Let me reduce 15s. to the decimal of a

pound first set down .7, which is half of
'the greatest even number to 15, for the first
decimal place; and, as 15 is an odd number,
I •put 5 in the second place, which gives me
.75; in 81d. there are 34 farthings, and 34
being greater than 12, I increase it by 1,
which makesit 35 ; this occupies the second
and third places; the full decimal is, therc-
fore, .75 + .035 = 585, the decimal required.

165. How was this rule invented ?
The invention of it is as follows As

shillings are so many 20ths. of a pound, half
of any even number of shillings will giveme so
many 10ths. these, consequently, take the
place of 10ths. in the decimal; but, when the
number is odd, it will always consist of two
figures, the first of which will be half of the
greatest even number of shillings, and the se-
cond will always be 5 ; this confirms the rule
•asfar asit respects shillings.
2ndly. Farthings are so many 960ths. of a

pound; but, were there 1000 instead of 960
fai'things in a pound, it is plain that any num-
ber of farthings would just make so many thou-
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sandths, andmight take their place in the de-
cimal accordingly.

1

3d1y.But, 960, increasedby 24th.part of
itself, is 1000; conSequently,anynumber of
farthings, increasedby their 24th.part, will
Üivean exaet decimal expressionfor them;—
whence, if *the number of farthings be more

1

than a 2:1th.of the farthings must be greater
than a half, and, therefore, I must be added;
andwhen the number of farthings is more than

1

2 must be added; and thus the rule is shown to
be right.
166. I-low do you {ind the valueof anyde-

cimalpart of apound, by inspection?
As this is the reverse of the preceding case,

I doublethe first figure, or placeof 10ths.for
shillings; and, if the secondbe5 ormore, I
reckon anothershilling, then call the figures in
the secondandthird places(aftex5is deducted)
somanyfarthings,abating1 whentheyamount
to more than 12, aud 2 when they amount to
more than 07; the sumof the severalresults
will give the answer.
167. Produce an example.
Let me find the value of .785 of a pound

I doubletheplaceof 10ths.(.7)whichgivesme
14s. and, as the secondplace is above 5,
reckon Is. more, and after the 5 is
from thesecondplace,there 35far-
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things; but, as 35 is above 12, I reckon 1 less,
which is 34, and 34 farthings 14s

. 15s. 8}d. the answer.

XXII. PROPORTION.*

168. Hov are the solutions of the questions
in Proportion to be managed ?
Precisely asin the same rule in integers, ob-

serving that, when fractions or mixt denomi-
nations occur in any of the terms, they must
be reduced to decimals.

XXIII. SIMPLE PROPORTION,
OR,

TliE RULE OF THREE.

169. What is Simple Proportion, or, the
Rule of Three ?

It is that rule by which 'a number is found
having to a given number the same ratio which
is between two other given numbers.
170. How do you distinguish ratio from pro-

portion ?
Ratio is merely the degree in which one

quantity exceeds another, Or is exceeded by it G.
so that ratio exists between two quantities or
terms; but, in proportion, there must be, at

* The pupil may omit this rule till he has been initi-
atedin the following section.
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least, two equalratios, andconsequently,four
quantities or terms are necessaryto express
proportion.
171. How is the measureor quantity of a

ratio discovered ?

By consideringwhat part or parts the first
term is of the second, or, the second of the
first, which is known by dividing the oneby
theother, the quotientexpressesthe quantity
of the ratio.

172. Explain this by anexample.
Let the two quantities whose ratio is to be

ascertained, be 3 and 9 ; the ratio of 3 to 9 is
3, since 3 is contained in 9 three times.

like mannerthe ratio of 9 to 3 is 3, singe
3 is the third part of 9.
173. What is the first thing necessaryto be

done in statingaquestionin proportion?
I put for the third term of theproportionthe

given quantity, which is of the same kind of
thing with what is sought.

174. What is done next ?

I consider, from the nature of the question,
whether the answer should be greater or less
than the third term; if greater, I place the
less of the other two numbers for the first term,
and the greater for the second; but, if less, the
contrary.

Note. Thosewhohavelearnedarithmetic by
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the common systemswill perceive by the above
rule that the distinction introduced 'in them be-
ttceenthe Rule of ThreeDirect and Inverse is
wholly disregarded; it is a uselessdistinction
calculated only to perplex the learner, and to
rendera simplesubjectcomplicated.

175. What other stepsarenecessary?
I bring the first and second terms to the

same name, and the third to the lowest name
in it; then, I multiply the second and third
terms together, and divide the product by the
first; this result will give the answer in the
same name to which the third term was re-
duced.

176. Why do you multiply the second and
•terms together, aud divide by the first?

Let me take an example.
If 8 yards of cloth cost CIO, what is the

price of 24 yards ?
If CIOwere the price of 1 yard, 24 times

$10, or $240would be the valueof 24 yards
but, as$10 are not the value of 1, but of 8
yards, the eighth part of the abovevalue of 24
yards (which is E30) must be the answer.
It is obvious, then, from this demonstration,

that the third term must be multiplied by the
second, and the result divided by the first.
177. Why do you bring the Grst and second

terms into the samename, o: denomination ?
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Because, the comparative relation between
them cannot be easily seen without it.

178. Will you explain this ?

Let me suppose the first term to be 13s. 4d.
and the second $4. 6s. Bd.here I do not clearly
see the proportion between 13s. 4d. and E4. 6s.
8d. but, if I bring them both into four-pences,
I then can see very distinctly the relation they
bear to each other, since the one is 40 four-
pences, and the other 260.

179. Is it always necessaryto bring the third
term to the lowest name mentioned in it?

No; for, if the second term be a compo-
site number, it is better to multiply the third
term by its component parts without
the third.

180. Cannot the labour of multiplying and
dividing be materially shortened ;

The work may be very much abridged, if I
can find a number that will divide the first and
second terms without a remainder, and use the
quotientsinsteadof the original terms.

181. Prove that the quotients in the follow-
ing question bear the sameproportion to onc
another that the original terms do.

What is the value of 24 yards of cloth at the
rate of $65for 6 yards.
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yds.
6

yds.
24

4
5

$20

5

As 6 will divide the first and secondlerms
without a remainder, I have employed this
number, as it is the greatest that can be found
for that purpose.
Ilere it is evident that using 1 and 4 (the

quotieuts) produces the sameresult as6 and24,
the original terms do; for 1 bears the same
•proportion .to four times 1, or 4, that 6 bears
to four times 6, or 24; or, since the ratio that
exists between 6 and 24 is the same as the ra-
tio between 1 and 4, the results must be the
same.

xxlv. COMPOUND PROPORTION.

182. What is CompoundProportion ?
Compound Proportion is thÄt rule which has

one number of the samekind of thing with what
is wanted for the answer; and it may have four,
six, eight, or ten, numbers besides, to
find a fifth, seventh, ninth, or eleventh,
183. What is tho fii'st thing necessaryto be

donein solving questionsin this rule ?
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I first write down that number for the third
term which is of the samekind of thing with
what is wanted for the answer, as in the sim-
ple rule.

184. What is to be done next ?

I then take two numbers of the same kind,
and place themas I did in Simple Proportion;
and, afterwards, I place the remaining pairs
of thesamekind underneaththe first pair.
185. After having statedthe questionin this

manner,—what is to be done next ?
I reduce like pairs to the same name, and

the third term to the lowestnamein it, (if ne-
cessary); then I find the product of the num-
bers that are below one another, which will re-
ducethe terms to three; then I proceedwith
thesethree numbers precisely as I did in Sim-
ple Proportion.

Note. If thepupil rightly understandabridg-
ment, hemayuseit to very great advantagein
this rule.

XXV. PRACTICE.

186. What is Practice?

It is a short and expeditious method of Oal-
culatingthe•value of goodsby taking aliquöt
parts.

187.What is analiquotpart?
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It is suchapart asis containedin aninteger
an exact number of times; thus, 2, 4, 5, and
10 are aliquot parts of 20.
188. What is an aliquant part ?
It is a part of a number which, however re-

peated,will nevermakeup thenumber exactly ;
thus 3 is an aliquant part of 10 ; three threes be-
ing less than 10, and four threes more than 10.
189. What is the rule when the price is less

than a penny ?
I take the aliquot part or parts that are in a

penny, and, afterwards, divide by 12 and 20.
190. Will you explain this ?
Let it be required to find the price of 24()

yards, at åper yard; werethe price apenny
per yard, the answerwould just be asmany
penceas,there are yards; but, as the price is
but half of a penny, the answer is, therefore,
as many pence as half the number of yards;
andpence,divided by 12& 20, producepounds.
Note. In Practice, the result is Of •thesame

denominationof whichthealiquotparts aretaken.

191. What is the rule when the price is less
than a shillinff ?

I take the aliquot part or parts that are in a
shilling, anddivide the sum by 20.
192. Will you explain this rule ?
If I had to find the value of 240 yards, at a
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shilling per yard, the answer would be 240
shillings; but, at Gd.per yaTd, the valuewill,
of course, be as many shillings as half the'
number of yards; and, shillings, divided by
20', produce pounds.

193. What is tlie rule price is less
than a pound ?
I take the aliquot part or parts that are in a

pound, thesumofwhichwill betheanswer.
194. Will you explain this ?
It is evidenttilat 240yards, at a poundper

yai'd, is $240; but, at 10s. (whichis half of
a pound) per yard, the result will just be the
half of $240, which is $120.

195. What is the rule when the price consists
of an even number of shillings ?

I multiply the quantity by half the price, and
double the units' place of the prodUct for shil-
lin&S.

196. Give me the reason for this.

The answer could be found by multiplying
by the of shillings, and dividing by
20; and, it is evident, from the nature of a-
bridgments, that, multiplying by half the num-
ber of shillings, and dividing by 10 (which is
the half of 20) will produce the sameresult;
and, when the divisor is 10, double the itnits'
place (or remainder) will always produce thc
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value of the remainder in shillincs.*

197. What is the rule when the price is an
odd number of shillings ?
I find the value at the highest even number

of shillings, as I did in the last case; and, af-
terwards, add one-twentieth part of the top
line for the value of the odd shilling.
Note. When the price is 15s. if I subtract

one-fourth of the top line from itself, the re-
mainder is the answer; at 16s. I subtract one-
fifth part; at 18s. one-tenthpart; and, at 19s.
one-twentiethpart; at 21s. I add one-twentieth
part; at 22s.one-tenthpart; at 24s.one-fifth
part; at 25s.one-fourthpart,

198. What is the rule when there is a frac-
tion in the quantity ?
I calculate asbefore, and add a proportional

part of the price for the fraction.
199. Is there any other method ?
I may annex to the quantity such a part of-a

pound as the fraction is of a unit; and, after-
wards, take parts for the price, as before.
200. What is the rule when the price is

pounds, or pounds and shillings, ?

* Or, it is the same as multiplying by the decimal
of the price, andvaluing the product by inspection.
[Seeend of Sec.xxi.J
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I multiply the quantity by the pounds, and
take aliquot parts for the other denominations.

201. What is the rule when the quantity is
in several denominations ?

I first find the value of the highest denomi-
nation, and then take aliquot parts for the lower
ones.

202. Haveyou anyothermethodof finding
the value of cwts. qrs. and tbs.?

Yes; I may reducethe quantity to the form
of pounds, shillings, andpence, by multiply-
ing the lbs. by 2}, reckoning the product
pence, and the qrs. by 5, reckoningthepro-
duct shillings; the cwts. prefixed to this will
give the value of the quantity at per cwt.
then I multiply tllis value by the number of
poundsin theprice, andtakealiquotpartsfor
the shillings and pence, as follows :

Suppose I had to find the value of 98 cwt.
3 qrs. 21tbs. at $5. 6s. 8d. per cwt.

3:

6s. 8d , — $98

494 :
32 :

$527

18

13 .
19

: 13 •

21

. 9 = •value at
5

9 = value at $5
7 = value at 6s. ed
4 Ans.
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xxvi. ALLOWANCES ON COODs.
203. I-low many deductions are allowed on

goods ?
Three; Tare, Trett, and Cloff.

204. What is the Grossweight.
It is theweight of the goodsandwhat con-

tains them.

205. What is the tare ?

It is theweightofthechest,barrel,orhogs-
head, &c. whichcontainsthegoods.

206. What is Tret?

It is anallowanceof 4 lbs.onevery104lbs.
or one-twenty-sixth part on goods liable to
waste.

207. What is Cloff?

Cloffis anallowanceof 2tbs.onevery9 cwt.
or, one-hundred-and-sixty-eighthpart given
to retailers for the turning of the scales.
208. What is Suttle weight?
Suttle weight is what remains after the Tare

is deducted from the Gross.

209. What is Net weight?
It iswhatremainsaftertheproposeddeduc-

tions are made.

210. W bat is the first casein Allowances on
Goods ?
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It is when the Tare is inserted in the invoice
along with the Gross weight; or, when it is
so much on the whole.

211. I-low do you find the Net weight in
this case.

I subtract the Tare from the Gross, andthe
remainder will be the Net weight.

212. What is the second case ?

It is when the Tare is at a certain rateper
cwt.

213. What is the rule for finding the Net
weight ?
1 take aliquot parts of a cwt. for the Tare,

and subtract it from the Gross; the remainder
will be the Net weight.

214. What is the third case ?

It is when there is an allowance both of Tare
and Tret.

215. Tlow is the Net weight found in this
case ?

I deduct the Tare from the Gross, as before
directed, and, afterwards, deduct one-twenty-
sixth part of the Suttle for the Tret; the last
remainder will be the Net.

216. What is the fourth case?

It is when Tare, Trot, and Clom are at.
lowed.
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217. What is the rule for finding the Net
weight ?
I deduct the Tare and Tret, as before di-

rected ; and, aftersvards, one-one-hundred-
and-sixty-eighth part of the last remainder,
which will produce the Net.

xxvil. SIMPLE INTERFßT.
218. What is Simple Interest?
It isWallowance givenbytheborrosverto

the lender of money, for the use which he has
had of it.

219. What is the principal ?
It is the money laid out to: interest.
220.

It is the sum allowed*on every hundred
pounds.

221. What is the amount ?

The amount is thc sum of the principal and
interest.

222. What is the rule for finding the inte-
rest for any number of years ?
I multiply the principal by the rate per cent,

and number of years; and this product I di-
vide by 100.

223. Give me another method.

I take aliquot parts of 100 for the rate per
cent, which will give the interest for one year ;
then I multiply this interest by the numberof
years.
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224. Tell me another method.

65

mnaymultiply the rate per cent and years
together, and take aliquot parts of 100 for the
product.
225. Can you produce another method ?
Yes; I may say 100 is in the samepropor-

iion to the principal that the rate per cent mul-
tiplied by the number of years is to the interest
required.
226. How do you calculate interest for days?
I multiply the principal by the days, and the

result by twice the rate; and then divide by
nooo.

Ill you explain this ?
If I first find the interest for one year, (or

365 days) and multiply this interest by the
number of days, and divide by 365, it will
produce the answer : in performing this I mul-
tiply by the rate per cent and the number of
days, and I divide by 100 and 365; or, at one
division by 36500; and, agreeably to the rule
of proportion, if 1 multiply by twice the rate,
I must divide by twice 36500, which is 73000.
228. Have you any other way ?
Yes; I may multiply the principal by the

rate per cent, and the.days and divide by 36500.
229. Do you know any other method?
The usualway is to find the interest of the

given sumfor a year; then say 365 daysare to
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the given days, as oneyear's interest is to the
interest required,
230. Can you tell me any other method ?
I may multiply the principal by the number

of days, and divide by 7300 for the interest at
5 per cent; and, from having the interest at
5 per cent, the interest at any other rate may
be very easily found.
231. How does dividing by 7300 produce

tb interestat 5 percent?
As any principal multiplied by 5 anddivided

by 100 givesthe interest of thesamefor a year
or 365 days at five per cent; so this interest
multiplied by the number of days and divided
by 365 will produce the answer.
But as 5 a multiplier, and 365 a divisor are

both divisible by 5 ; consequently, the multi-
plier may be cancelled, and the fifth part of
365 (73) is the divisor, the other divisor is 100;
and 73, and 100 are the componentparts of
7300.

232. What is the legal interest in Great 13ri*
tain ?

The legal interest is 5 per cent which is one—-
twentieth of the principal.
233. I-low do you calculateinterest on bills,

when partial payments are made pt dilii•rent
times ?

I multiply the principal and the several
bidancesin the order of their •dates by the
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number of days between the times of payment,
i' and divide the sum of the products by 7300for
the interest at 5 per cent.
234. Ilow do you compute interest on cash

accounts, or any other progressive account,
when partial payments ave made, and partial
debts contracted ?

In computing interest on accounts current, I
add and subtract the sums paid and received in
the order of their dates, and, if the balance be
sometimes due to one party, and sometimes to
the other, I extend the product in different co-
lumns, and divide the difference of the sum of
the columns by 7300 for the interest at .5 per
cent.

235. I-low do you find the balancewhen par-
tial payments are made on bonds, or bills, at
intervals greater than a year ?
The usual way is to add the interest at the

times of payment to the principal, and, frorn
that amount* to deduct the payment; the re-
mainder is the balance.

xxvlll. COMPOUND INTEREST.

236. What is Compound Interest ?
It is that which arises from both principal

and interest taken together, at the end of each
stated time when the interest becomes due.
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237. now is CompoundInterest calculated?

I first find theinterestof theprincipal, for the
first statedperiod, asdirected in Simple Inte-
rest, and add this interest to the principal; then
I find the interest of this amountfor the second
stated period, and so on for the number of pe-
riods, this will produce the amount, and, if I
subtract the principal from the amount, the re-
mainder will give the interest.

238. It there any other methodof finding
the amouEUin CompoundInterest ?

Yes; if I first find the amount of for the
time of the first payment, and involve it to the
power whose index is denoted by the number
of payments, this will give the amount of $1 for
the time and rate, which amount,if multiplied
by the principal, the product will give the a-
mount required. [See Sec. 48].

Tell me by this method the amount Of $700
lent for 8 years, at 5 per cent, CompoundIn-
terest.

The amount of 21 for a year is $1.05, and as the
number of payments is 8, which is the index of the
power to which the amount is to be raised, I involve it
in the following manner; viz.
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= I yeai's amount of El1.05
1.05

5 25
105

— 2years' amount1.1025
5201.1

11025 0
11025

22 0
55

years' amoüntre-1.2155 0

taining only 5 deci-55121

mal places.1 2155 0
2431 0
121 G
GOS
61

' = Syears' amount.1.4774 5
Tlle principal.700

= The' amount ofE7001033.2150 0
for 8 years.or, Ans. $1033 3}

239. Can money be lent lawfully at Com-
pound Interest ?
No; but in granting or purchasing annuities,

leases, or reversions, Compound Interest is
allowed.

xxrx. REBATE OR DISCOUNT.

240. What is Rebate or Discount ?

It is when a sum of money due at any time
to come,is satisfied by paying somuch present
money,asbeingput out to interestwould a-
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mount to the original sum in the same space of
time.

241. What is the rule for finding the present
worth, or prompt payment of any sum, due at
any time hence
I say as the amount of $100 at the given ratø

and time is to the sum, so is $100 to the pre-
sent worth.

242. How do you find the discount ?
The difference between any sum and its pre-

sent worth is the discount, it may also be
found as follows amount of $100 at the
given rate and time is to the given sum, as the
interest ofU100 for the same time is to the dis-
count.

243. Is there any other method of finding
the discount ?

Yes; Bankers and others who keep money
for the purpose of discounting bills, add three
days of grace to the time the bill has to run,
and calculate the discount in the same way in
which the interest is found.

Note. When the discount is taken front the
sumof the bill, the balanceis, in business,called
the proceeds.

XXX. COMMISSION.

244. What is Commission ?

It is an allowance of so muchper cent to a
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factor or correspondent abroad, for buying and
selling goods, and negociating bills, for his
employer.

245. How is Commission calculated ?

Precisely in the sameway as I calculate
interest.

xxxi. BROKERAGE.

246. What is Brokerage ?
It is an allowance made to a broker for as-

sisting merchantsor factorsin procuring or dis-
posingof goods.
247. How is Brokerage calculated ?
In the sameway in which interest is calcu-

lated.

xxxii. INSURANCE.

248. What is Insurance ?

It is a per centage given to certain persons
or ofliceswho engage to make good the loss of
ships, houses,or merchandize, which may hap-
pen to bedestroyedby storm, fire, or anyother
accident.

249. What is the first case ?

It is the sum insured, and rate per
given to find the premium.t

Premium, is the allowance given to the
writer for engagingto repay losses,

cent,

under•
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250. How is the premium found?
The sameway in which interest is calculated.
251. Whåt is the second case ?

It is when the rates per cent, premiumj dis-
count, and real value at risk are given to find
what sum must be itiSured to cover the whole

outset on a single voyage; that is, to recover
from the underwriters the whole value at risk ;
including premium and discount.

O\Thatis the rule in this case?
I may either multiply the value of the pro-

perty by 100, "and divide by the difference be-
tween 100 and the rate; or,—
I may subtract the sum of the premium and

discount from 100, then, as the remainder is to
100, so is the value at risk •to the answer.

253. What iS the third case ?

It is to find how muc will cover a certain
sum in a voyage out and home.

254. What is the rule in this case ?

I first find by the' second case what will co-
ver the given sum in the voyage out, and then
I find in the same manner what must be insur-
ed to cover the sum found in the homeward
voyage.

255. What is the fourth case

It is when the sum insured, and the rate per
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cent discount are given, to find the short reco-
very.t

256. What is the rule in this case ?

I say as100 is to 100minus the discount, so
is thesuminsured,to theshortrecovery;or,
the short recoverymaybe foundby takmgali-
quot parts.

XXXJII. BUYING AND SELLING
017 STOCK.

257.What is the Buying and Selling of
Stock.

It is the purchasing or disposing of a certain
sum of money in the Bank of England, or in
the capital of sometrading company, according
to the rate per cent which it may sell for, at
any given time.

258. What is the first case?

It is to find the valueof anygivenquantity
of stock.

259. What is the rule in this case?

I multiply by the rate and divide by 100.
260. What is the second case ?

It is usually an article in the policy, that in caseof
loss, the insurer is to be allowed a small discount, com-
monly 2 per cent, so that the insured receive only C98
for every ÆIOO, and these $98 are called the SHORT
RECOVERY.
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CJ

It is to find the quantity of stock that can be
purchased by a given sum.

261. What is the rule in this case ?

1 multiply by 100 and divide by the rate.
262. What is the third case ?

It is to find the rate of interest.

263.Vhat is therulein thiscase?
multiply the interest or dividend by 100,

and divide by the rate, or current price.

xxx1V. EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

264. What is Equation of Payments ?
It is the finding a time to pay at once, seve-

ral debts due at different times, so that no loss
may be sustained by either party.
265. What is the rule for finding the proper

time for payment all at once?
I multiply each payment by the time at

which it is due, then I divide the sum of the
products by the sum of the payments; the
quotient will give the time required.

XXXV. BARTER.

266. What is Barter?

It is the exchanging of onekind of commo••
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dity for another, and directs Merchants and
Tradesmenso to proportion the value of their
goods that neither party may sustain loss.
267. Give me 'the rule for calculating ques-

tions in Barter ?

I first find thevalue of thecommoditywhose
quantity is given, then I find what quantity of
the other, at the rate proposed,maj be had for
the samemoney; the result will give the an-
swer..

268. How do you proceed when one has
goods at a certain price readymoney; but, in
Barter, advancesit somethingmore.
I findwhat theotheroughtto ratehis goodk

at in proportion to. that advance, and then J
proceed as before.

xxxvl. AND LOSS.
269. Explain Profit and Loss.
It is by this rule that Merchants are enabled

to make a proper estimate of the different arti-
gles of their trade, and instructs them so to
raise or lower .the price of their commodities
as to o•ainor lose so much per cent on the
same.

270. What is the first case ?

It is whenthe prime costeand profit or loss

Prime costiswhat is paid for goodswhentheyare
purchased.
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upon it are given to find the profit or loss per
cent.

271. What is the rule in this case ?

I say,asthe prime cost is to the profit or loss,
so is 100 to the profit or loss per cent.

272. What is the second case ?

is when the rate per cent and prime cost
are given to find the selling price.

273. What is the rule in this case ?

I say, as100 with the rate per cent, added
in case of gain, and deducted in case of loss,
is to 100 sois the prime cost to the selling price.

274. What is the third case ?

It is when the selling price and rate per cent,
profit or loss are givento find the prime cost.

275. What is the rule in this case ?

I say, as100, with the rate added or deduct-
ed, is to 100, so is the selling price to the prime
cost.

276. What is the fourth case ?

It is to find a proportional rate on one ad-
vanced price, by having another and the rate
on it given.

277, is the rule in this case ?

I say, asthe price, whoserate per cent is
given, is to 100, with the given rate added or
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deducted,sois theother-givenpriceto afourth
number; from which I subtract 100 in caseof
gain; .but, which I subtract from 100 in case
of loss: the resultwill betherequiredrate.
278.What is the fiftll case?
It is when the whole gain or loss and the

rate per cent are given to find what the whole
was bought and sold at.
279. What is the rule in this case?
I say,astherateis to 100,sois thegain

to the buyingprice, andthe sellingpriceis
found byadding thegainto thebuyingprice;
or subtracting the loss from it.

xxxvil. COMPANY, OR PART-
NERSHIP.

280.Whatis Company,or Partnership
It iswhentwoormoreMerchantsjoin their

stocks to carry on someconcerted branch of
business.

281. What is the first case ?

It iswhenall thepartnersareequally•con-
cerned.

282.How arethe profits arisingfrom the
business divided in this case?
I dividethe wholegainby the numberof

partners; the quotientwill give the gainof
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289. What is the second case ?

It is when tile Company's capital is divided
into a certain number of shares.

284. How is the gain in this casedivided ?
The whole gain must be divided by the whole

number of shares, this will give the amount of
one share; this share, multiplied by the num-
ber of shares that each partner holds in the
cr cern, will produce the gain of each.

285. What is the third case ?

It is when each partner is concerned only
to a certain extent.

286. What is the rule in this case for find-
each partner's share of cain ?

I say, asthe total stock is to eachpartner's
stock, so is the total gain to the gain of each.

287. What is the fourth case

It is when the dividend is to beproportioned
to the time the capital is employed.
288. How do you calculate the gain in this

case ?

I say, as the sum of the products of the ca-
pitals into the times they are respectively em-
ployed is to the whole dividend, so is each
particular product to its dividend.

xxxvill. BANKRUPTCY.

289. In what casedoesBankruptcy happen?
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When a person becomes insolvent, or is not
able to pay 20s. per pound, of his debts.
290. I-low are the several dividends in Bank-

ruptcy calculated ?
Precisely as the gains in partnership are

computed.

XXXIX. EXCHANGE.

291. What is Exchange ?
Exchangeis the receiving or payingof mo-

ney in onecountry for its equivalentin the mo-
ney of another, negociated by means of bills
of Exchange.

292. What is a bill of Exchange?
A piece of papers* on which is written a

short order, for paying at an appointedtime,
to any person, or his order, a certain sum of
m Oneye

293. now arethecomputationsin Exchange
performed ?

TheyaregenerallyperformedbyProportions
or by Practice.

* Bills drawn in Britain, whether Inland, or upcni
Foreign Countries, are illegal, unless written upon
paper stamped for the purpose; but, bills on Britain
from Foreign Countries are valid without anystamp.
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XL. POSITION.

294. What is Position t

Position, or The Rule of False, is. that rule
which, by the help of supposednumbers, finds
a true answer to many intricate questions.
295. Into how many parts is it divided
Into two; Single and Double Position.
296. What is Single Position ?
It is Single Position when there is occasion

for one supposition only.
297. What is the rule in this case ?

I say, asthe result arising from the suppo-
sition is to the supposition, so is the given
number to the answer.

298. What is Double Position ?

It is when a question is so involved, that a
simple division ctynnotbereadily adaptedto all
the conditions of it but by two suppositions.

299. What is the rule in this case ?

1st. I take any two convenientnumbers,and
proceedwith each agreeablyto the conditions
of the questions, and find the differences or er-
rors betwixt the results and the given number.
2ndly. I multiply each of these errors into

the other's supposition, and, if both errors be
of the same•kind, that is, -bothgreater or both
less than the•given number, I divide the diffe-
rence of the products by the difference of the
errors.
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Odly.If theerrorsbenot of thesamekind,
that is, if the onebe greater,andthe other less
thanthegivennumber,I dividethesumof the
products by thesumof theerrors; the quo-
tient, in either case, will be the answer.

XLI. PURCHASING OF FREEHOLD
ESTATES.

300. What are Freehold Estates ?
All freehold or real estates are such as are

boucht to continue for ever.
301. What is the first case ?

It is the yearly rent and rate per cent being
givento find the priceor valueof theestate.
302. How do you calculate the valueof the

estate t

I say, asthe rate.percent is to 100, sois
the yearly rent to the value of the estate.

303. What is the second case?

It is the value of the estate and rate of inte-
rest being given to find the yearly rent.
304. How is the yearly rent calculated?
I say, as100 is to tlle rate, sois thevalue

of the estate to the yearly rent.
305, What is the third case ?

It is the priceof the estateandrent given
to find the rate of interest.
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SOC.ITIOWdo you find the rate of interest?
I say, as the price is to the rent, so is 100 to

to the rate per cent.
307. What is the fourth case ?

Ot iswhentherateofinterestisgiventofind*
at how many-years' purchase any estate may
be bought.
308. How are the number of years found ?
I divide 100 by the assigned rate of interest,

åhd the quotient will give the number of years.
309. What is the fifth case ?

It is the nmmberof years' purchaseat which
an estate was bought gWen to find the rate of
interest.

310. I-lov is the rate found?

I divide 100 by the number of years; the
quotient will produce the rate.

XLII. PURCEIASING OF FREEHOLD
ESTATES IN REVERSION.

311. What is the meaning of the word Re-
version ?

The word Reversion signifies a returnimr or
coming back again, and when applied to the
purchasing of eStates,means that the posses-
Sion of the estate is to commencesomegiven
number of years hence.
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312. What is the first case ?

83

It is the pate of interest, time prior to the
commencement of the Reversion, and rent of
the estate being given to find the present value
of the Reversion.

313. How is the value of the Reversion
found ?

1st. I find the value of the estate, as if it
were to .be possessed immediately.
2ndly. I find the present •value of the rent

for the given number of years, prior to the
commencement of the Reversion.
3rdly. I subtract the last found value from

the first, and the remainder will give the true
value of the Reversion. Or, as the amount of
$1 for the time and rate is to Cl, so is the
estate to the Reversion.

314. What is the second case ?

It is the value of a Reversion, the time prior
to its commencement, and the rate of interest
being given to find the yearly rent.
315. How is the yearly rent found ?
I say, as 100 is to the rate of interest, so is

the amount of the Reversion, (at the rate and
for the time), to the yearly rent.

XLIII. ALLIGATION, OR RULE OF
MIXTURES.

316. What is the use of Alligation ?
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By this rule Apothecaries, Grocers; Spirit-
dealers and others, discover the mean rate of a
mixture, compoundedof divers simplesgiven ;
and the quantity of simplesnecessaryto make
amixtureof anrysignedrateor quantity; for
which reason, thisrule falls under two denomi-
nations : Alligation Medial, andAlligation Al-
ternate.

317. What is Alligation Medial ?
It is when the price andquantities of several

simples are given to find the meanprice of that
simple,
318. now is the mean price found ?
By saying, asthe whole composition is to its

total value, so is any part of the composition.to
its mean price.
319. How do you find how much of each

simple is in apy assigned portion of the mix-

I say,asthe wholequantity of themixture is
to the several quantities of the mixture given,
so is the quantity of the assignedportion to
the quantities of the simples sought.
320. How is the quantity of a mixture in-

creased or diminished ?

In this war—as the sumof the given quanti-
ties of the simples is to the several quantities
given, so is the quantity of the mixture, pro-
posedto the quantity of the simplessought.
321. How are the several quantities mixed
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found, from having the total of a mixåu•e, with
the whole value, sand the value of the several
ingredients ?
I multiply. the total of the mixture by 'the

least value, subtract the product from the total
value, and the remainder gives the dividend ; I
then subtract the value of the lowest rated unit
from the value of the highest rated unit, and
the remainder gives the first divisor; the quo-
tient arising from these two factors shows the
quantity of the highest priced ingredient; and
the other is the complement to the whole.
Note. Questionsin this rule maybeprovedby

finding the value of the u;holemixture at the
mecuu rate; if it agreewith thetotal valueof the
several quantitiesat their respectiveprices,the
zoorlå is Tight.

322. What is Alligatfon Alternate ?
Alligation Alternate is the method of finding

what quantity of each of the simples,whose
rates are given, will compose a mixture of a
given rate; so that it is the reverse of Alliga-
tion Medial, and,may therefore, be proved by
it.

323, What is the rule in this ease?

1st. I first wi'ite the rates of the simplesun-
der eachother, with the mixture rate on the
left-hand.

2ndly. I arrange the rates of the simples so
that oneless than the mixture rate be always
Jinkedto onethat is greater.
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3rdly. I write the difference betwixt the
mixture rate and that of each of the simples
opposite to that rate with which it is linked.
4thly. These differenceswill be the quanti-

tiesat.therat' oppositeto whichtheystand.
Note. Questionsin this rule admit ofa great

variety of answers;accordingas they are linked,
whichmayall befound to betrue ; for, having
obtained one answer, we may obtain as many
more as we please, by increasing or diminishing
the alternate dfferences-of the simples.

324. What is the rule when tlie whole com-
position is limited to a pertain quantity ?
I find the answer as before, by linking ;

then, as the sum of the quantities found is to
the whole limited quantity, so is eachquantity
found by linking, to the quantity required.
325. What is the rule when one of the in-

gredients or simples is limited ?
I say, asthe quantity of that simple found by

linking is to the quantity limited, so are the
other quantities found to the required quanti-
ties of each.

XLIV. ALTERNATION PARTIAL.

326. What is Alternation Partial ?
It is when the prices of all the simples, the

quantity of but one of them, and the meanrate
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are given, to find the several quantitiesof the
rest in proportion to that given.

327. What is the rule in this case ?

I first take the differenceof eachprice, and
the mean rate as directed in the preceding
section; then, asthe differenceof that simple,
whose quantity is given, is to the rest of the
differencesseverally,sois the quantitygivento
the quantities required.

XLV. ALTERNATION TOTAL.

328. What is Alternation Total ?

It is when the price of each simple,the
quantities to be compounded, and themeanrate
are given to find how much of each sort will
make that quantity.

$29. What is the rule in this case ?

I takethe differencebetweeneachprice and
the mean rate as before; then, asthe sum of the
differencesis to eachparticular difference,sois
the given quantity to the quantity required.

XLVI. ARITHMETICAL PROGRES-
SION.

330. What is meant Arithmetical Pro-
gression ?

Anyrankorseriesofnumbersinqr.easiD8or
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decreasing by a common difference are said to
be in Arithmetical Progression.
331. Explain this to me ?
The numbers 2, 4, G, 8, and 8', 6, 4, 2,

&c.. are in Arithmetical Progression, for they
increase and decreaseby 2, which is called the
common difference.

332. What are the numbers which form the
series called ?

They are denominated the terms of the Pro-
gression.
333. Ilow many terms are there in Arith-

metical Progression ?
There are five which are as follows

1. The first term v commonly called the
2. The last term extremes.
3. The number of terms
4. The common
5. The sum of all the terms ;

and, any three of which being given, the rest
may be easily found.
Note 1. Whenthe termsare even, the sumof

the ea;tremestcill be equal to the SUi1bof the two
means, or, of any two numbers equally distant
from the as, 2, 4, G, 8, tchere 2+ 8,
the extremesare equal to 4-1-6, the means.
2. Dut u•henthe terms arc odd, the sumof the

extremesis equal to double the means, or, the sum
of any two terms equally distant from the means,
iS just doublethe means;as,H, ,4 6, 8, 10,
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where2+10 12 which is just doubleof 6, the
means.

334. How do you find the common differ-
ence, when the extremes and number of terms
are given ?
I divide the difference of the extremes by the

number of terms, less 1; the result will give
the common difference.

335. Give me the reason of this rule ?

The difference of the first and last terms evi-
dently shows the increase of the first term by
all the subsequent additions, till it becomes
equal to the last, and, as the number of those
additions are evidently 1 less than the number
of terms, and the increase by every addition
equal; it is plain that the total increasedivided
byethe number of additions must give the differ-
ence at every one separately; whence the rule
is manifest.

336. I-low do you find the other extreme,
when one of the extremes, the common differ-
once, and the number of terms are given ?
I multiply the common difference by the

number of terms, less 1, theaproduct will give
the difference of the extremes ; which, added
to the less extreme, will give the greater ; or,
subtracted from the greater will give the less.
337. How do you find the number of terms,'

when the extremes and common diflörence are
(riven ?
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1 divide the difference of the extremes by
the commondifference,and the quotient, plus 1
'Will be the number of terms.

338. Explain this rule ?
The difference of the extremes divided by

the numbercaerms, less1, givesthecommon
difference, (See 334) consequently, the same
divided by the common difference must give
the number of terms, less I ; hence this quoti-
ent, auo•mentedby must be the-mumber of
terms.

339. How do you find the sum of all the
terms, when the extremes and number of terms
are given ?
1st. I multiply the sum •of the extremes by

the number of terms and divide by 2; the quo-
tient will be the answer.
2ndly. If I multiply the sum of the extremes

by half the number of terms, the product will
produce the answer
3rdly. If I multiply half t11Csum of the ex-

tremes by the number of terms, the result will
produce the answer.

340. TIow do you find the extremes,
the number of terms, common difference, and
sum of all the terms are given ?
I divide the sum of the terms by the number

of terms, and from the quotient subtract half the
product of the common differencemultiplied by
the number of terms, less 1, and the remainder
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will'give the first term, then I find the other
by No. 336.
341. How do you find the arithmetical mean

proportion between two given numbers ?
I divide the sum of the terms by 2; •the

quotient gives the answer required.

XLVII. GEOMETRICAL PROGRES-
SION.

342. What is Geometrical Progression ?
It is the increasing or decreasing of any

rank of numbers, by some common ratio, as,
2, 4, 8, 16, increasing by the ratio 2; and 16,
8, 4, 2, decreasing by the ratio 3.

343. What are the numbers which form the
series called ?

They; are denominated the terms of the Pro-
gression, and are five in number : viz.—
1. The first term commonly called the
2. The last term extremes.
3. The number of terms
4. The ratio; or, commonmultiplier
5. The sum of all the terms.

Note 1. In any Geometrical Progression of
threeterms,thesquareof tic meanterm is equal
to theproduct of the extremes; thus, in 2, 6, 18,
it will be 6 = 36; and = 36 also.
2. If the series contain any odd numbcr of

terms,the squareof themean,will beequalto thc
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product of the adjoiniqq extremes;or, of any
two equally
3. In any geometricalseriesof four terms, the

productof thetwonteansis equai to theproduct
of the two ea;tremes; thus, 3 : G : : 12 : 24, where

72; and = 72 also.

Obs.It is plain fromthe natureof multipli-
cation, that, If one factor be increased in the
same ratio in which the other is diminished,
their product will still be the same. Hence, in
the above series, as 6 exceeds 3 in the same
ratio that 24 exceeds 12, it is manifest, that the
product of the extremeswill always be equal
to that of the means.

4. If the series contain,an evennumberof
terms, the product of the meanswill be equal to
theproduct of the adjoining ectremes,or, of any
otherpair equally them.

344. I-low do you find the sumof the keries
when the first term, the last term, and the ratio
are (Viven ?

I multiply the last term by the ratio and from
the product subtract the first term; the remain-
der divided by the ratio, less 1, will give the
sum of the series.

345. What is the rule for finding any remote
term without producing all the intermediate
ones, when the ratio is given ?
I find what figures of the indices added to,
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gether will give the index or exponent of the
term wanted; then I multiply the numbers
standing under each index into each other ;
this result will produce the term required;

346. When the first term, and the number
of terms are given to find the last—what is the
rule ?

1st. I write down a few•of the leading terms
in the geometrical series, and, over them, the
indices.

2ndIy. I add together the most convenient
indices, to make an index less, by unity, than
the number expressing the place of the term
sought.
3dly. I multiply together• the terms of the

geometrical series belonging to those indices
which were added, and I make the product a
dividend.
4thly. I raise the first term to a power whose

index is equal to the number, less one, of -the
term' multiplied, and I make the result a divi-
sor.-

5thly. If I divide the dividend by the divi-
sor, the quotient will be the term sought.
Note. 1. As the last tern in a long seriesof

numbers is very tedious to come at by continual
multiplication; in order that it may be more
easilyfound, thereis a seriesof numbersmade
QISC of in arithmetical progression,calledindices,
beginningwith a unit, whosecommondifference
is I : whateverhtimberof 'indicesis madeuseof,
I must set the samenumbers (in such.geometrical
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proportion asis givenin then

I, 2, 3. 4,. 5, 6, Indices,
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, Numbersin geometrical

proportion.
2. If the first tenn in the geometricalpro-

portion be different from the ratio, the indices
must begin with a cipher—as

0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Indices.
I. 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, Numbers in geomet-

ricat proportion.
3. When the indices begin with a cipher, the

sum o the indices made choice must always
be1 essthan the numberof terms given in the
question; for, 1 in, the indices is over.thesecond
tern, and 2 over the third, 'c.

XLVIII. INVOLUTION.

347. What is the nature of •Involution ?

Involution is the method of raising powers
from a given number: or root. Thus, if the
first power or root be multiplied by itself, the
product is the secondpower or square; this
againby the root, and the product is the third
poweror cube; and, if this beagainmultiplied
by the root, or the square multiplied by the
square, the product is the fourth power, or
biquadrate; and so on.
348.eWhat is the exponent, or index of a

power ?
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The figure that denotesthe extent or degree
of that power, and exceeds,by 1, the number
of multiplications used in producing thepower ;
so2 is the exponentor index of the square, 3
the index of the cube, and 4 that of the biqua-
drate, &c.
349. What is the general rule for finding

powers ?
I multiply the given number or root continu-

ally by itself, till the number of mUltiplications
be I less than the index of the power to be
found.

XLIX. EVOLUTION.

350. What is the nature of Evolution ?

Evolution is the method of extracting the
roots of given powers, and is the reverseof
Involution.

351. Repeat the rule .for extracting the
square root.
1st. I divide the number into periods of two

figureseach, beginningat theplaceof units.
2ndIy. I find the greatestsquarecontained

in the first or left-band period, and place its
root in the quotient, and subtract the square
itself from that period; and, to theremainder
I annexthe secondperiod for a dividend.
3dIy. I placethedoubleof the root already

found on the left hand of the dividend for a di-
visor,' by WhichI divide the dividend, omit-
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ting the place of units, andplacethe result
bothin theroot, andonthe right of the divi-
sor; then, by it I multiply the divisor thus
completed, and sul)tract the product from the
dividend, and, to the remainderI annexthe
next period for a new dividend.
4thly. To the completed divisor I add the

figurelastput in theroot; the sumis a new
divisor, with whichI proceedasbefore.
Note. If therebedecimalsin thegivenquan-

tity, it mustbepointedbothwaysfrom the
decimalpoint; and, whenthefigures belonging
to thegiven numberare exhausted,the operation
maybecontinued to any length by annexingci-
Phers.

352. What is the square root of 531441?

531441(729 Ans.
49

142714
284

1449)13041
13041

353. Repeatthe rule for extractingthe cube
root.

I separatethegivennumberintoperiodsof
threefigureseach,by puttinga point over
every third figure from the placeof units.
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Thenr findthenearestroot_tothefirstpe-
riod, andput it in the quotient; I subtractits
cube, and bring downthe next periodfor a
newdividend, andto find'the remainingfi-
gures of the root.

1st. I squarethe quotientand triple the
square for a divisor.

2ndly. I find how often this divisor is con-
tainedin the dividend, rejecting theunitsand
tens, whichwill givethe secondfigure of the
root.

3rdly. I squarethe last figurd of thequo-
tient, andput it asthe units'andtens?places
of the divisor.

4thly. I multiply the triple of thelast figure,
ill the quotientby theothers; whichproduct
I .place underthe divisor, puttingunitsunder
tens, and tens under bundreds, &c. the sum
of thesetwo numbersI multiply by the lastfi-
gure of the quotient, I subtractthe product
from the dividend, and, to %the remainder I
bring downthenextperiodfor anewdividend,
with which I proceedasbefore.

Note. Thesamerulemustbeobservedfor con-
tinuinguheoperation,and pointing for decimals
as in the square root.

354. What is the cube root of 387420489?
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15124 x

1555261
9 x 3 x 72 = 1944

98

2x3x7=

1574721x9 14172489

387420489(729åns,
943

= 30248

) 14172489
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APPEND 1 X.

cabltg+

r. MONEY.*

4 farthings
12 pence
20 shillings

1 penny
1 shillinff

1 pound

11. AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.
16 drams
IG ounces
28 pounds
4 quarters (1121bs.) -
20 hundred weight

hundred weight

1 ounce

1 pound
1 quarter
1 hundred weight
1 ton
1 fodder of lead

I have not given an extendedtable of farthings,
pence,andshillings, asis generally done; for, if the
pupil can perform division of simple numbers with fa-
cility, hecanbeatnolosswhateverto dividefarthings
by4, penceby 12, andshillingsby20,mentally; be-
sides, in using a table, he is obliged to bemore iiidebted
to his memory than to his judgment.
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68
50

111. PRACTICE TABLE.

Thealiquotpartsof a poundsterling.
d.

0 are the half 3 4 are the sixth10

d.

G
4
3

cwt.
10
5
4

qrs.

third 2 G
fourth 2 0
fifth 1 8

eighth
tenth
twelfth

Thealiquotpartsofa slitting.
d.

are the half 2 are the sixth
third IJ
fourth I

eighth
twelfth

The aliquot parts of a ton.
cwt.

are the half 21 are the eighth
fourth 2
fifth 1

Thealiquotparts ofa cwt.
lbs. 10s.

tenth
twentieth

2 or 56 are the half 16 are the seventh
1 or 28 fourth 14 eighth

lbs.
14

The aliquot parts of a quarter.
lbs.

are the half 4 are the seventh
fourth 3} eighth
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I.V. TR0Y WEIGHT.

24 grains
20 pennyweights
12 ounces

1
1

1

V. APOTHECARIES wEIG11T.

pennyweight
ounce

pound

scruple
dram
ounce

pound

20 grains
3 scruples
g drams

12 ounces

7 pounds
2 cloves
2 stones
61todds
2 weys

12 sacks

16 drops
16 ounces
IG pounds

2Fnches
4 nails (9 in.)

1
1
1
1

VI. WOOL WEIGHT.

Vil. DUTCH WEIGHT*

VIII. CLOTH MEASURE.

1 clove
1 stone
1 todd
1 wey
1 sack
1 last

1 ounce

1 pound
1 stone

1 nail

1 quarter
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3 quarters (27 in.)
4 quarters (36 in.)
4 quar.11in.(371in.)-—
5 quarters (45 in.)
G quarters (54 in.)

1 Flemish ell
1 yard
1 Scotch ell

1 English ell
1 French ell

TX. LONG OR LINEAL MEASURE.

3 barley corns 1 inch
12 inches 1 foot
3 feet 1 yard
2 yards (Gfeet) 1 fathom
5byards 1 pole
4 poles 1 chain
chains (40 po.) — 1 furlong

8 furl. (1760 yds) — 1 mile
3 miles 1 league
20 leag.(gepgraphical) 1 degree
23åleag. (Eng.stat) 1 degree
GOgeographical miles 1 degree
69 Istatute miles I degree
360 degrees the circumference

of the earth

X. SQUARE MEASURE.

144 square inches
9 square feet
30}square yards
40 square poles
4 square roods

640. square acres

1
1
1
1

1

square foot
square yard
square pole
square rood
square acre
squaremile
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100 square feet
272}square feet
16 square poles
10 square chains

'i840 squareyards
30 acres

100 acres
40 hides

IXI. CUBIC OR SOLID MEASURE.

XII. 'WINE MEASURE.

103

1 sq. of flooring
1 rod of brickwork
I chain
1 acre
1 acre

1 yard of land
1 hide of land
1 barony

1728
27
4-0
50

108
128

solid inches
solid feet
solid ft. rough timber
solid ft. hewn timber
solid feet
solid feet

4 gills
pints
quarts

10 gallons
18 gallons
311gallons
42 gallons
63 gallons
04 gallenS
2 hogsheads
2 pipes

1 solid foot
1 solid yard
I ton or load
L ton or load
1 stack
1 cord

pint1

quartI
gal. (231sb. in,)1

anker, 01'keg1
runlet1
barrel1
tierceI
hogshead1

puncheonI
pipe, or butt1

1 tun
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XIII. ALE AND BEER MEASURE.

4

2

4

8
9
2
2
3
3

48

gills
pints
quarts
gallons
gallons
firkins
kilderkins
kilderkins
barrels
gallohs

54 gallons

I

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

pint
quart
gallon
firkin of ale
firkin o! beer
kilderkin
barrel
hogshead
butthogsheadofalp
hogshead of beer

4
3

12

21

2
2
2
2
4
3

5
2

chaldrons

xv.

pints
quarts
pottles
gallons
pecks
bushels
bushels
quarters
weys

XIV. COAL MEASURE.

pecks I bushel
bushels 1 sack
sacks, or 3G bush 1 cbaldron

1 score

MEASURE.DRY

1
I
I
1
1

I
1
1
1

quart
pottle
gallon
peck
bushel
sack
quarter
wey, or load
last
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4 bushels
'10 coombS
36 bush. or 12 sacks —

60
GO
24
7
4

xvr. MEASURE OF TIME.

seconds
minutes
hours
days
weeks

13m.1d.6h.or365åd.—
36511.5 h. 48m.48 s.
52; weeks

105

1 coomb
1 wey
1 chaldron

1 minute
1 hour

1 day
1 week
1 month
1 Julian year
I Solar year
1 year of 365 days

Thirty days have September,
April, June, and November ;
February, twentyæight alone,
And all the rest have thirty-one ;
But, Leap-year, comintr once in four,
Gives February one day more.

XVII. MOTION OF THE EARTH, RE-

DUCED TO TIME.

15
.1

degreesequal to —
degrees
degree

24 hours
1 hour
4 minutes
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XVIII. APPARENT MOTION or THE
SUN, REDUCED To TIME.

360 deg. or 12 signs
equal to 365}days, nearly
30 degreesor 1 sigm-— 30 days, do.

60
GO
90
4

24
20

1 degree

seconds
minutes
degrees
quadrants

sheets
quires

1 day, do.

XIX. MOTION.

1 minute
1 degree
1 quadrant
1 circle

XX. 'PAPER.
1 quire
1 ream
1 Printer's ream211quires

Lady-day
Midsummer .
Michaelmas .
Christmas

Candlemas
Whitsunday
Lammas
Martinmas

XXI. QUARTERLY rrnmrs,
IN ENGLÅND.

. e . March 25th.
. June 24th.

Sept. 29th.
Dec. 25th.

IN SCOTLAND.
Feb. 2nd.
May 15th.
Aug. 1st.

. Nov. 11th.
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•t14J0
•tlØ

•tPJ0

•tleq

tlJJ0
IN 30 •quo

•tlH
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XXIII. MULTIPLICATION TABLE.*

L

2

3

4

5

6

7

s

9

12

2

4

8

10

12

16

5 G T 8 9 10 11 12

10 1'2 14 16 18 20 22 24
e

9 12

12 16

15 20

18

21 28

24 32

15

d

30

35

go 33 618 21 24

24 2S 32 36 d8
c

30 36 5 50 55 60

36 42 48 54 60' 66 72
i

42 49 50 63 70 77 84

IS 27 36

20 30 40
d If

22 33 44

36 8

40 48 56 72 80 88 96

5 54 63 t2 si .90 99 10s

50 GO70 80 90 10011101120

55 66 77 88 99 1101211132

60 sti 96 10s 120 132144

The inventor of this table is said to be Pythagoras
of Samos, hence it is frequently stiled the Pythagoric
Abacus.
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a' 6 times 2. 12;
b 8 times 2 16 ;
c 9 times 2 = 18 ;
d 10 times 2 20 ;
e 12 times 2 24 ;

f • 10 times 3 — 30; and Gtimes 5
g 12 times 3 ant! .9times 4 and,

6 times G 36.

10 times 4 40 ; and 8 times 5
i 12 times 4 =4S; aud 8 times G= 4S
j 12 times 60; and 10 times 6
lc 12 times G 72; and 9 times 8

It maybeof someuseto the pupil, while learning
the above table, to observe that the product of all the
odd numbers in 5 times ends with 5 ; and that of the
even numbers with a cipher; or 5 times any number is
just half of 10 times the same: the product otiany
number by 10 is just that number with a cipher an-
nexed; and the productof anyof the ninedigitsby
11 is just two of them, the one considered as the units'
place of the product, and the other as the tens':

109

and 4 times 3 12 also
and d times 4 -—16.
and G times 3 = 18
and 5 times 20.

and S times .3 and,

— 30.

= 40.

60.

= 72.
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Although I do not approve of difficult calcu-
lations being put into the hands of beginners,
yet, as it is not unlikely that this small work
may meet the eye of those that are advanced
in Arithmetic, I have, therefore, given a-Dw
amusing questions for exercise in leisure hours,
which are as follows :—

1.
On Christmas week a Bond-street blade
Ran through one-third his income;

Besides ten pounds he gave to Ned——
Ned bowed, and said 'twas handsome.

Witli heavy heart, this spendthrift elf
Went home' to •count his cash, sir,

He found but half his income left,
With fifteen pounds to dashsir.

What was his income ? Ans. 41150.
2.

As I was beating on the forest grounds,
Up starts a hare before my two greyhounds ;
The dogs, being light of foot, did quickly run
Unto. her fifteen yards just twenty-one,
The distance that she started up before
Was four-score sixteen yards just; andno more ;
Now, I would have you unto me declare
I-low far they ran before they caught the hare t

Ans. the dogs ran 336 yards and the hare
240 yards.

3.
A draper sold cloth at 1Is. per yard, by which
he cleared of his money; be afterwards raised
it to 13s. 9d. per yard; what did he clear per
cent by the latter price ?

Ans. 100 per cent.
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4.
The Race-horse, Thunderer, and Nonsuch,

men of war were engagedto demolish a fort
which lay on the frontiers of the enemy,for
which{heywereto receiveC14000tobe divi-
dedamongstthemin the proportion of l, &
respectively; but, Nonsuchhavingfoundered
at sea, the other two gallantly performed the
task. It is required to divide the whole sum
Properlybetweenthe othertwo ?

Ans. The Race-horse, C9333 6s. ed. and
Thunderer, *466613s. 4d.

5.

Divide $176 betweenA andD. andgiveA 5
guineas andahalfmorethanB *

Ans. A 17s. 9d. and "85 2s. gd.
6.

MissForbescanfinish apieceof needle-work
in 6 days,(working7hoursaday) andMiss
Jonestakes days to do the same; in what
timewill they bothdoit workingtogether?

Ans. da. 8 ho.

Gordon,inliis 'Institutes of Arithmetic*hasgiven
a similar question •tothisin SinglePosition;land
Wiseman, In his 'Arithmetician'sTextBook',givesa
likequestion inDoublePosition,It iscertainlymuch
easierto takethedifferenceof thetwo sharesfromthe
amount, anddividethisby2 for thelessshare,and
add the differenceto the lesssharefor that -of the
greater. Or,halfthesumoftheamountanddifference
will givetheshareof thegreater,and,thedifferencø
taken from this will leave the share of the less. Ors
from half the amouut take half the difference fovthe
lessshare, and, to this add the differenqefQrthe
greater share,
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7
SupposingMiss Campbellcouldcounta cer-

tain sumof money in 3 days, Miss Nesham
in 4 days, andMiss Glegg in 6 days, telling 9
hours a day; in what time will the three young
ladies be able to finish this task if they all do

Ans. 1 da. 3 ho.it together ?
8

What capitaliwill produceC20 in 2 years
at per cent ?

Ans. C266 13s. 4d.
9.

Four Persons. met at the foot of Benlomond,
andpurposedreaching its summitbefore sun-
rise, that they might havethe pleasureof see-
ing Sol mount with majesticgrandeur.——Ahad
5 pints of Highland whiskey, C 3}, and
D who was an expert accountant told the
others that he had no whiskey with him, but,
that if they allowed him to partake equally
with themselves,that his exactproportion would
be 10s.10d. this they agreedto, but quarrelled
about the division of the money, it was there-
fore referred to the decision of D ; required
the share of each ?

Ans.A got 5s.10d.B 4s.2d.andC.10d.
10.

Suppose one-third of six be three,
What should one:-fourthof twenty be ?

Ans.
11.

A house was bought by A, B, C,
Who paid for it full clear,
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They gave two thousand pounds in all,
In manner stated here ;

Two-thirds of B's share A laid out,
And B three-fifths of C's,

I-low much did eachpay of the same;
Pray solve it, if you please?

Ans. A paid $400, B $600, and C $1000.
12.

In 1759 Jennison Shafto, Esq. rode a match
against time, at Newmarket, 50} miles in 1
hour, 49 minutes,' 17 seconds; what ground
did he pass over in a second?

Ans. 13 yds. 1 ft. 5b in.
13.

A brazen lion being placed in an artificial
fountain, conveys water into a cistern by a
stream issuing from his mouth, by two from
his eyes, and by another from the bottom of
the right foot, the pipes through which these
streams pass are of different capacities, in such
sort that by the foot set open alone,the ciitern
can be filled in 12 hours, by the mouth alone
in 2 hours, by the right eye in 3 hours, and by
the left eye in 4 hours ; in what time can the
cistern be filled if all thesestreamsbe set open
at once ?

Ans. 51 min. 25 sec.
14 •

A gentleman hires a servant and agreesto
give Inim $24 and a livery coat for ayear's ser-
vice, at the end of 8 months the servant obtains
leave to quit his situation, and for his services
receives '€13 and his livery coat, which were
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his full wagesfor that time; whatwasthe'
coat valued at ?

Ans. Z9.
15.

A lion, a bear, and a wolf meeting with a
sheep that had strayed from the flock, alto-
gether fell on it; now, supposingthe lion alone
could eat it in 4 hours, the bear in 6 hours; and
the wolfin hours; how long would they all
bein devouring the sheep

Ins. 1 ho. 50 min. 46 sec,
16.

I boughtan ox, a cow,andcalf
170?twenty sovereignsand a half,
The cow in value, (let mo see),
Was to the ox as one to three ;
The price that for the calf wasgiven,
Was to the cow as two to seven ;
The question, then, I ask of you,
What costthey each,calf, ox, and cow?

Ans. calf $1 7s. 4d. ox $14 7s. and cow
15s. dd.

17.
What is the difference between the interest

and discount of $50,000 (the yearly sum offered
to the Queen) for 7 years, at 5 per cent. per
annum

Ans. $4537 os. 9d.+
18.

What is the differencebetweenthe compound
andsimpleinterests of $400 for 50 years, at 5
ver cent. per annum?

Ans. {3189 12s.
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19.
It is now between 5 and 6 0'clock, and the

hour and minute hands are together; what is
the hour of the day ?

Ans. 27T mill. past 5 0'clock.
20.

The hour and minute hands of a watch are
exactly in conjunction at twelve o'clock ;
when do they next come in contact ?

1 3

Ans. LIT ho. or 5 m. 2777sec. past 1 0'clock.
21.

Two persons, A and B. being on opposite
sides of the circle in Regent's Paak, (which
supposeto be a mile in circuit) they •gin to
go round it both the sameway, at the samein-
stant of time: A at the rate of 100 yardsper
minute, and B. 600 yards .in 5 minutes; lio.v
many timeswill they have traversed the circlæ•
before the quicker overtake the slower ?

Ans. & times.

22.

Standing on the side of a river, I found that
a line stretched from the top of a precipice ris-
ing perpendicularly 449 feet, on the other side
measured 585 feet; tell me the breadth of the
river.

Ans. 375 feet..
23.

If 12 men can build a wall, 60 feet long, 4
feet thick, and 20 feet in height, in 24 days,
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working 12hours per day; what length of wall,
3 feet thick, and 12 feet high, can 18 men
build in 18 days, working8 liour*r day?

Ans. 100 feet.
24.

The amount of a certain sum of money laid
out to interest is C6000; the principal is jyst
5 times the interest; what is the principal and
interest, and how long has it been at interest,
allowing 5 per cent ?

Ans. prin. int. CIOOO; and4 yrs.
25.

In what time would a stone, falling from the
top of a rock, that standsperpendicularly above
the sea 144* feet, reach the surface of the
water ?

Ans. 3 seconds.

Note. It hasbeenfound byexacteæperimenty
1

that, a body,in the latitudeof London,falls 161¯2
1

feet in thefirst secondof time; and,asI Giifeet
• 1esecond: : the given spaceto the squareof
the secondsrequired.

26.

What spacewill a heavybody falling freely,
pass through in 12 seconds?

Ans. 231G feet..
27.

A brigadeof cavalryconsistingof 648 men;
is tobe formedinto a long square,having24in
front; how many ranks will there be ?

Ans. 27 ranksv
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28.

CovetousSamwas detected stealing apples
by madTom, to appeaseTom, hé gavehimhalf
the number he had stolen, but Tom was gene-
rous enough to return him 10; in his way home,
he was attacked by raving Ned, who robbed
him of half what he had left, Ned very conde-
. scendingly returned him 4; afterwards, unluck-
ily, positive Jack met„him, anddemandedhalf of
what hehad then in his possession,Jackvery
politely returned him 1, then he found be had
but 18 left many applesdid this very
unlucky depredatorsteal?

Ans. 100.

29.

If I were on the north side of the river
Clyde, directly opposite to the Greenock bat-
tery, what time will elapse between seeingthe
flash, and hearing the report of one of the can-
nons, the distancebeing 3miles, 7 furlongs, 5
poles, 41 yards ?

Ans. seconds.

Note. When sound is not interupted, it is
found by caperiment to move uniformly 1142
feet in I secondof time.*

* Hutton in his course of mathematics, observes,
that the interval between seeirig the flash of a gun or
lightning and hearing the report, may be qscertained
by counting the pulsations of the wrist, allowing 70 to
a minute, in persons of moderate health; or, 51 pulsa-
tions •to a mile.
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go,
Standing in Kensington Square, I observe&,

that, between seeing the flash of lightning and
hearing the thunder, of aminute had elapsed;
at what distance from the square was the thun-

Ans. 9 mi. 5 fur. 34 pos g yds.der ?
31.

If 12 oxen eat up the grass of 3} acres in 4
weeks, and 21 oxen eat 10 acres in 9 Weeks,
how many oxen will eat 24 acres in 18 weeks,
the grassbeing allowed to grow uniformly ?

Ans. 36 oxen.

If 12 oxen eat up 'the grass of 31 acres in. 4
weeks, and 21 oxen eat 10 acres in 9 weeks,
how many oxenwill 24acresmaintain for ever,
the grassbeing supposedto grow unifofmly ?

Ans. 21} oxen.
33.

What is the text in the Old Testament, where
the verse is three-fourths of the book, the
chapterasmuchasthebook,andSeven-fifteenths
of the verse, and the sum of the book, chapter,
and verse is 62?

Ans. A continuatdroppingin a rainy day,
and a contentious woman arc alike.

34.
Tell me the text in the New Testament,

when the chapter is twice the book, the vex'se
is the sum of the book and chapter, and the
sum of the book, chapter, and verse,is 36?

Ans. If 'it bepossible, as much gs l'iet/L'in,
you, live peaceablyacitlball men.
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Notation and Numera-
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Appendix
Bankruptcy
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Practice .
Profit and Loss

80
• 57

• 75. 99
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71

Buying and Selling of
Stock

Commission
Company or Partner-
ship

Division of Simple and
Compound Numbers

Ditto of Arithmetical
Fractions

Ditto of Decimal Frac-
tins

Equation of Payments
Evolution

Exchange
Explana tion of the Cha-

racters made use of
in Arithmetic

Fractions Arithmetical
Ditto Decimal
Freehold Estates, Pur-

chasing of
Ditto in Reversion
Insurance
Interest Simple
Ditto Compound

. 73
70

. 77
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37

74
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81
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. 71

Progression Arithme-
tical . 87

Ditto, Geometrical . 91

Proportion, Simple . 52
Ditto Compound . • 56
Ditto of Arithmetical

Fractions
Ditto of Decimal Frac-

tions
Rebate or Discount
Reduction

. 52
• 69
• 23

Ditto of Arithmetical
Fractions • 27

Ditto of Decimal Frac-
tions

Rule of Mixtures . 83

Rule of Three, see Pro-
portion 52

Subtraction of Simple
and Compound num-
bers

Ditto of Arithmetical
Fractions • 36

Ditto of Decimal Frac-
tions - • 41
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7St:tata.

Page 33, line 3, for. denominations, read denominators.
Page-34, line 10, for 32 read 1616

Page 37, Zine23, for ule read rule.
Page54, line 10, for terms read third terms.
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